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IBM Security Chief Warns Users

On Program Costs

By a C&W Staff Writer

NEW YORK — The data and programs on which "you spend the most money are not necessarily the most sensitive or valuable," Robert H. Courtenay, manager of data security and privacy for IBM, warned users attending the American Management Associations' 20th Annual Systems Management Conference here last week.

Users, he said, therefore have to determine what are those most sensitive programs, and it would be the ones that would be of greatest benefit to the organization.

For example, he said, IBM spent the most money on circuit design programs, but it would consider benefiting prospective customers more sensitive data or programs to be of benefit to the organization.

While authorization codes are important in providing security for shoppes, (Continued on Page 4)

By doing this, he said, DP can be used to make a real contribution where it counts — in earnings per share. (Continued on Page 4)

Looking Ahead

Through detailed knowledge of the long-range prospects for a company, Rockwell said the DP manager can play an important part in helping the company identify those projects that have the greatest potential.

At the same time, however, DP managers often do not understand the importance of input and output, he said, indicating that DP managers should get more familiar with return on investment, earnings per share and share of market figures for their company — and how DP can work to increase those figures.

"If you are going to interface with top management, you should know what you are talking about," he said, (Continued on Page 4)

Mass. Police Under Investigation

For Alleged Sale of Crime Data

By E. Drake Lundell Jr.

NEW YORK — "We have entered a period in which systems development, rather than technical development, will comprise the leading edge of most information processing advances," William S. Andrews, president and chief executive officer of Boston's State Street Bank and Trust Co. through the DP department, said DP managers who have left their companies.

The new system will contain a program known as M-F-1 (Measurement Feature) that is similar to several software computer utilization systems presently available, one user said, noting the details for the system in the planning guide were presently "sketched." (Continued on Page 4)

By a C&W Staff Writer

NEW YORK — DP managers who take the time to understand the business they are in should have a clear shot at the top position in their firms, according to one man who has made that transition.

George B. Rockwell, who reached his current position as president and chief executive officer of Boston's State Street Bank and Trust Co. through the DP department, said DP managers who leave the company's long-range plans and the needs of their firm's customers were almost "asured of success."

Long-range planning is the key, he said, since it allows the DP manager to relate his personnel and equipment needs to the overall goals and programs of the corporation.

"If you are going to interface with top management, you should know what you are talking about," he said, looking ahead. (Continued on Page 4)
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It's a new era of man-computer relationship, Bayer predicted that "responsible actions" by the DP industry and its customers would "shatter the myth that man will be enslaved by computers." 

"More and more people are entering the work force who know how to use computers," Bayer said. "The U.S. will not be able to compete with computer experts. The U.S. will be filled with people who understand how to use computer power.

"We must learn how to use what we already have," Bayer said. "It is not a question of what is possible by technology, but of what needs to be done for the betterment of mankind."

(Continued from Page 1)
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Economy of Operation Key Consideration in On-Line Programming

PRINCETON, N.J.—The cost factors involved in installing and operating an on-line system for program development should be carefully weighed before a firm commitment is made, according to ADR, the Princeton-based software house. The cost of remote terminal devices and T/C controllers may be insignificant when compared to the costs associated with installing and integrating the software into a particular environment and operating it for many hours each day. These combined expenses may far exceed monetary savings resulting from improved turnaround and increased programmer productivity.

A careful analysis should be made of additional resources—larger CPU, more core, more direct access devices—that may be required to maintain an acceptable level of batch production during the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation. Dedicated an entire CPU to program development as the hours that the on-line programming system is in operation.

Roscoe Cost Effective

ADR suggests that its conversational test editing BJF system, ROSCOE, meets cost-effectiveness criteria better than comparable IBM-supplied software. ROSCOE provides versatile services to applications and systems programmers as well as to operations, design, and clerical personnel. The system contains data entry and editing facilities, compressed library storage services, and remote job entry and output retrieval functions. Also included are syntax checkers for COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/I and the Job Control Language (JCL). A unique capability of ROSCOE is its command procedure language which supports terminal I/O operations, and includes decision making, branching, and iterative types of instructions. ROSCOE command procedures are commonly used for job stream generation and prompting (or training) of clerical personnel.

To increase the versatility of the system, ROSCOE monitor services allow an installation to interface auxiliary programs with ROSCOE for on-line execution in a conversational mode. ADR supplies with ROSCOE a limited number of auxiliary programs, including a UTILITY subsystem which provides OS data set management services to systems programmers.

ROS COE will operate on S/360-40 and S/370-135 CPUs and larger under OS MFT and MVT with or without RASP, or with VS1 and VS2. It supports a variety of remote terminals including 2741, 2200, 3270 and teletypes of all speeds.

The system is generated to the user's specifications and installed by ADR personnel usually takes about one hour and is followed by classroom training of systems programmers and application programmers. User guides and detailed system operation manuals are provided; source code is available on request.

The system is available under monthly or annual licenses which incorporate a 30-day no-obligation acceptance period. ROSCOE is alternatively licensed at 27 sites in the U.S., Canada, and abroad. ADR reports that 15 additional installations are scheduled for the second quarter of 1974.

ROS COE In Use At VS Sites

PRINCETON, N.J.—Almost half of the existing ROSCOE installations are using one of IBM's virtual storage operating systems, according to ADR, manufacturer of the remote programming package. The most common environment for ROSCOE is an S/370-145 CPU with 512K of main memory operated under VS1. These installations generally have 3320 disc drives and local 3270 display stations. User reports and terminal response time is consistently good, and background batch processing is not noticeably affected by operation of the on-line programming system. One of these VS1 installations recently upgraded to VS2, and ROSCOE was successfully transferred to the new operating environment. According to ADR, several additional VS2 installations of ROSCOE are scheduled for the second quarter of 1974.

Operates Entirely in Virtual

In a VS1 or VS2 environment ROSCOE operates entirely in virtual storage under control of the VS paging supervisor, usually in a virtual region or partition of 100K. In an OS MFT or MVT environment a minimum of 80K main memory partition or region is required. In most cases, installations can change from one operating environment to another without reconfiguring ROSCOE.

Utility Aids OS Data Set Maintenance

PRINCETON, N.J.—A major new facility has been added to ROSCOE, ADR's conversational programming system. The new capability, called The Utility Subsystem, provides on-line OS data set management services to systems programmers responsible for the maintenance of OS and its direct access resources. Working from a ROSCOE remote terminal, a systems programmer can now allocate, catalog, rename, write and scratch data sets; he can also build, edit and delete entries in the OS catalog. All operations are password-protected, allowing access by authorized personal only. The data management functions provided by the ROSCOE UTILITY Subsystem are comparable to those provided by TSO and the IBM batch utility packages.

Runs Under Monitor

The Utility Subsystem operates under the ROSCOE monitor and requires no special knowledge of real or virtual storage. It can be used with other auxiliary programs serviced by the ROSCOE monitor, or in an IBM environment with a special purpose program written to communicate with other installation utilities. The ROSCOE UTILITY Subsystem and other monitor programs are supplied as a standard part of the ROSCOE package.

Did You Know?

One of a series MAKING IBM INSTALLATIONS WORK BETTER

Roscoe Puts Your Designers, Programmers, Operations People (Almost Everyone) On-Line

ADR's ROSCOE is your Declaration of Independence from IBM's TSO or VM. You don't need another CPU to run ROSCOE. You don't need more memory or discs. Your daily batch production will not be reduced to a trickle. ROSCOE costs you less in both direct and indirect costs.

Ritchie program language will compile, submit jobs, retrieve output, and support most kinds oftypewriter and display stations. ROSCOE has a fully field tested. And proven in use. In operation for over two years in multiprogram environment. In short, one reason why ADR is so successful. Ask about the cost savings you can benefit. Just mail us the attached coupon, or contact one of the ADR offices below.
New York — "Use your ingenuity on applications, not equipment," and shop your vendors — IBM and the phone company "equal motherboard, but there may be better vendors for your application." William P. Davenport, telecommunication systems manager at General American Transportation Corp., told an audience of computer users at the American Management Associations' annual meeting here last week. "In bringing up a system, get the user involved, don't leave it up to you. If you don't, you end up with a system that is not user-oriented to the degree that you'd like."

The efficiency with which a system is used depends heavily on the operator, he said. Systems people, financial people, com- munications people and vendor representatives should be part of the acquisition team, as should the users. But the user comes first, he stressed. Staff early and get the technical re-sources from early on.

Develop in-house expertise as soon as possible. "If nothing else, it prevents snow jobs," he said.

For example, he said, "Who in your house can say that it is better than Brum for your installation?"

Users can also expect better-on-the-spot trouble analysis and decisions if they have in-house talent, Davenport said.

As for programming costs, Davenport asked, "Have you got any idea what your programming costs will be unless you have some in-house talent?" One of his ven- dors once wanted $3,000 for three lines of coding that his in-house people could easily handle, he mentioned.

In the RFP [Request for Proposal] "you should have an outline of the for- mat, the type of proposal you expect to see." He said this helps with quick evaluations of what the different vendors are willing to offer in particular categories. It is no replacement for a face-to-face discussion with the user, he emphasized.

Be modular, he added. This allows flexi-bility in systems, and as one system provider, flying machine software modu-larity as well as hardware modularity to allow for some downtime, he said.

Do be realistic. A balanced schedule, neither too loose nor too tight is best. "Nobody likes a tight schedule but it brings out the best in you," he said.

Don't underrate costs. The job, the time it will take and potential gain is not the only factor. Someone will always use the system, and you can pull it off on time, within budget and it does what the user expects, but growth. If it doesn't work out so smoothly, you may be out of a job," Davenport warned.

"A devil's advocate... is the most valu-able man you have in your shop." This person is a "visionary" — get the person who says, "Don't do it that way, you're going to have problems."

Make changes in the system easy. In a communications system there are always changes," he said.

He also said, "So it reports when it reaches predetermined bottlenecks in file care and communications line utilization.

Make the man-machine interface easy to aid in training, for example, he noted.

"The gap is ubiquitous. It plagues busi-ness. It creates problems in government. It complicates hospital administration. It troubles educational institutions," Davenport said.

The problem is caused because "too often systems promoted as money savers and efficiency improvers develop intract-able appetites" for hardware, software and supplies, he said.

"After over-anticipation, perhaps the next biggest cause of the expectations gap is the computer system itself," Anderson added, ex-plaining that users have "often done a poor job" of clearing up the lingering misconceptions about comput-ers.

"In the year 1974 there are still those who view the computer as a king of mechanical Moses, capable of leading all and sundry to a promised land where systems problems no longer exist," he stated.

This type of management also allows the DP department to "interface" with all segments of the firm and to become intimately familiar with the objectives of all divisions or departments in the com-pany.

For example, Rockwell said, any of the task forces set up by State Street always includes a representative of the DP de-partment. It is working for State Street, since he noted that although busi-ness has increased 50% in the past 10 years, the DP department has been able to keep up with the work with the same budget it had 10 years before through long-range planning.

At the same time, he said, DP people had to become familiar with the customers, because "if the customers don't like it, there is no need for a project."

Top management involvement can help keep the DP department informed in this area, he added, pointing out that at State Street management sends a monthly pub-lication of customer trends and needs to the DP department.

This problem, however, could be over- come by placing terminals away from walls or rearranging the office housing the terminal, he added.

It has been no proven cases of wiretapping in the data communica-tions environment, Courtney said it was technically possible and the more toward more terminal- and communications-oriented systems could "invite wiretap-ping."

It need to include coding and encryp-tion in the computer environment, there-fore, "cannot be ignored," he said.

For the DP manager, it is extremely important to have some type of encryption for his data and to prevent someone from learning the author-ization code and dispensing himself on-line cash-dispensing terminals, he said, on-the-spot trouble analysis and decisions if they have in-house talent, Davenport stated.
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A new tool for computer programmers.

Analyze computer dumps faster, easier...

Texas Instruments
SR-22 hexadecimal calculator/converter.

Now only $295.00

Hexadecimal. Decimal. Octal. TI's SR-22 is the first electronic calculator/converter for computer programmers.

Fast, accurate 3-base conversions make the tedious part of your job a lot easier. You'll save time reading core dumps. You'll speed program debugging.

How much time will the SR-22 save? How much easier will it make your job? See for yourself...order the SR-22 and work with it on the job for 15 days. If you're not completely convinced that your SR-22 will quickly pay for itself in increased productivity, simply return it to us for a full refund.

Here's how it works

Simply enter any number in base 8, 10, or 16. Then at the touch of a key, that number is converted to either of the other two bases. And when you need to add, subtract, multiply or divide, the SR-22 does the job—again in all three number bases.

An algebraic keyboard means easy data entry. Numbers are keyed in the same order you'd write them on paper. The SR-22 can handle numbers up to 10 digits, then automatically converts to scientific notation. And the SR-22's big, bright display clearly shows you 10-digit mantissa and 2-digit exponent (alphanumeric characters 0-9, A-F), signs, floating decimal.

The SR-22 lets you operate in either automatic or manual mode conversions. In the automatic mode, pressing the desired base key converts both the calculator display and operation to the selected base. In the manual mode, you simply enter numbers in one base and then press one of the other two base keys. The calculator converts the entered number to the selected base and is ready for your next entry.

Versatile 3-base memory

You can store, recall and sum numbers with the SR-22's memory. Memory keys operate on the memory and display only, without affecting previous instructions. And all internal operations and data are converted to the selected number base upon recall. For example, when you enter a base 16 number and later recall it in base 10, the number is converted to display in base 10.

The SR-22 weighs less than two pounds. Measures only 6¼ x 8¼ x 2½ inches. From your desk it will operate on standard household current or 230V/50Hz common to Europe and South America. And if portable operation is required, you have the option of ordering a rechargeable Battery Pack.

Quantity prices available

Send for an evaluation unit now. You may find that one SR-22 is all you need. Or, you may want to consider a quantity purchase to multiply the productivity of all your computer programmers.

Either way, you have nothing to lose in evaluating an SR-22 for yourself now. Then, if you don't find it fully justifies every dollar invested, simply return it for a full refund.

Use the SR-22 for 15 days at no risk.

Mail this order form along with a check, money order, or company purchase order only for each unit(s) ordered. Use your SR-22 for 15 days, then if you're dissatisfied in any way, return it in the original carton along with all accessories for a full refund. Please add state and local taxes where applicable.

To: Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 3640, M/S 84N
Dallas, Texas 75221.

Quantity pricing? For quick quantity quotes write to:
Mr. Frank Richardson
Scientific Calculator Marketing Manager
Texas Instruments Incorporated
P.O. Box 5012, M/S 10
Dallas, Texas 75222

3-base calculations. 3-base conversions.
The SR-22 hexadecimal calculator/converter does away with conversion tables. Replaces mechanical calculators. Ends tedious longhand methods. TI designed it for you. All for only $295.

© 1974 Texas Instruments, Incorporated
Data Communications Set 
To Enter '3d Generation'

By Patrick Ward

NEW YORK — Data communications is about to enter its own "third generation" that will match the needs and capabilities of the latest computer systems, according to Robert A. Kitchener, director of communications, Card Division, American Express.

In his keynote speech last week to the computer networks session at the 20th Annual Systems Management Conference of the American Management Associations (AMA), Kitchener said digital communication nets will comprise the third data communications generation — the first actually designed to transmit data to and from computers.

The third generation may be here before the end of the year, Kitchener mentioned, although "full development will probably take three to five years," he said.

Looking Back

The first data communications generation lasted from 1958 to 1968, Kitchener explained, and involved the adaptation of voice and telegraph services, using modems leased from the common carriers.

Cost per unit of data transferred was high, but there was little reason to innovate because of the restrictive rules in the common carriers' tariffs and the lack of alternatives.

Tariff revisions in 1969 changed that and the second generation of data communications began. Resourceful users could assemble more optimum equipment from a variety of competitive vendors for use on the carrier voice bandwidth analog circuits.

However, these efforts have met with only moderate success in terms of improved cost effectiveness," Kitchener remarked, "and with little improvement in reliability or error rate.

Worse, the second generation brought "a proliferation of independent, non-standard, application-specialized systems, with little apparent progress toward the development of integrated data networks for large users with many heterogeneous data processing systems.

Third-generation alternatives will come from several sources, Kitchener feels.

DDTS This Year

AT&T's Digital Data Service (DDTS) is scheduled to start operation this year and will offer leased data channels with improved performance... at considerably lower cost than present leased channel rates," he said.

Western Union's plans for domestic satellites, the first to be launched in April, will probably have a favorable effect on rate structures because of the extra capacity they will provide, he added.

Specialized common carriers and packet-switched networks provide additional third-generation alternatives, he noted.

Goldwater's Challenge: Get Involved With Privacy

NEW YORK — "The time has come for the American business community to get totally involved with the issue of privacy of personal records in computerized data collection systems," Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr. (R-Calif.) told the American Management Associations' conference.

Goldwater challenged the businessmen's group to "begin to think about privacy rights and how to protect them" since "you, of all people, are in the best situation to correct the ills."

Noting the threat to privacy posed by computerized data banks is a "growing menace," the congressman said "it is not difficult to determine the adverse potential of today's technology on the right to privacy."

"What is difficult," he continued, "is making certain our traditional liberties can be secure against growing technological onslaughts against privacy."

At the same time, he said, the worst enemy to personal privacy "is not the computer, but rather apathy and ignorance" on the part of the people of the country and a growing "computer mentality" where people want to store more and more information in such systems.

"The potential of privacy invasion is always present in a sophisticated computer operation," he warned, noting that "remarkably, the misuse of information held about individuals in computer systems has been held to a minimum."

But, he warned, "the potential for misuse is still there and certainly data surveillance has grown to very menacing proportions due to the technological advances which allow such information to be given multiple use and consolidation."
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It's the Age of Project Control and User Has Big Role

By E. Drake Lundell Jr.

NEW YORK — The Seventies should see the coming of age of project control in computer operations, even though there was not much progress in the area during the 1960s, Charles P. Lecht, president of Advanced Computer Techniques Corp., said here last week.

The only thing that has really changed in the past 10 years, Lecht told a session of the American Management Associations' 20th Annual Systems Management Conference, is that users now know more what to expect in the way of project specifications on later iterations of the project, he stated. Lecht said resource estimates are "hard to come by today," since estimating is still more of an "art" than a science, and the accuracies of estimates vary widely depending on the people making them. Status reporting, he noted, should not really be thought of as a tool just to inform management of the progress of different projects, but should also keep people working on a program informed of the goals of the project and of their role in the overall system.

Use What's Available

Today there are only five tools that can be used in the sphere of project management, Lecht indicated, even though these tools are "still not satisfactory."

These tools include the creation of specifications, drawing up work plans, resource estimates, status reports and person-to-person meetings.

We have to acknowledge the fact that specifications are generally "lousy" today, he said, indicating "there is a lot of fantasy in most plans."

By realizing this, users can discount the effects of those fantasies and come up with realistic specifications on later iterations of the project, he stated.

The computer function "contributes much more to project control" than "it is generally assumed," he said. "It is the Age of Project Control and User Has a Big Role, and the user can do as much as the computer can do, if not more." A call to one of the more than 200 ENTREX installations the company has "would be divine."

The big difference is pre-processing in System 480's batch edit and output edit software — simultaneous with data entry.

No other key-to-disk system gives you so much control over the quality of your output, so much independence from the main frame, so much versatility in managing the data while you have it.

Files can be sorted, merged, and collated. Error message files can be created. Partial output can be done in a tab room you can do on System 480's batch edit and output edit software — simultaneous with data entry.

Why Is Crime Up?

NEW YORK — While data security and auditing techniques have not kept pace with advances in computer technology, criminals have, and this accounts for the rising rate of computer-related crime, Donn B. Parker of Stanford Research Institute told the American Management Associations.

Parker, however, indicated the problem might be at its peak now since better security techniques are being developed and auditing practices are becoming more refined.

IBM 370's

are CSA's only business.

CSA is a computer leasing company, and can help you meet your present and future equipment needs with substantial savings.

For further information, please call (312) 785-5427.

The computer function "contributes much more to project control" than "it is generally assumed," he said. "It is the Age of Project Control and User Has a Big Role, and the user can do as much as the computer can do, if not more." A call to one of the more than 200 ENTREX installations the company has "would be divine."

The big difference is pre-processing in System 480's batch edit and output edit software — simultaneous with data entry.

No other key-to-disk system gives you so much control over the quality of your output, so much independence from the main frame, so much versatility in managing the data while you have it.

Files can be sorted, merged, and collated. Error message files can be created. Partial output can be done in a tab room you can do on System 480's batch edit and output edit software — simultaneous with data entry.
U.S. Study Pinpoints Tricks to Improve Operations

By E. Drake Lundell Jr.

NEW YORK — Many of the tricks of the trade that make computer operations more productive and efficient are learned from experience and common sense. With this in mind the U.S. Government has just completed in-depth investigations of 43 particularly efficient computer operations in an attempt to learn the secrets of their efficiency, according to Dennis R. Chastain, computer systems performance analyst with the General Accounting Office.

The study, which investigated 13 military installations, 11 civilian installations in the government and 19 commercial operations, found the improvement tricks fell into six categories: applications software, systems software, operation considerations, scheduling considerations, hardware considerations and workload considerations.

Reports late?
Try our 8040 wait-reducing plan.

The function of any data collection operation is efficient, accurate data entry, storage and transmission — so reports from central processing can be generated fast enough to be useful in decision making.

Sanders' 8040 Remote Batch Terminal System does it well. An intelligent, single-terminal system using dual-cassette storage, the 8040 can simulate source-document formats on its CRT screen — and has superior data validation, editing and error-checking features. It does not require highly trained, costly operators and application software and complete maintenance support are included.

The 8040 system is another example of Sanders' great depth in technology and terminal-industry experience. A demonstration will open your eyes. Sanders Data Systems, Inc., Daniel Webster Highway-South, Nashua, N.H. 03060. Call (603) 885-3727.

Come see us at Booth #605 at Interface '74 in Dallas, March 25 through March 27.

Sanders...the intelligent answer

European Sales Office: Sanders Data Systems, Ltd., 51/53 Brick Street, London W1Y 7DU, England; Sanders Data Systems, GMBH, 6 Frankfurt am Niederrad, Rennbahnstrasse 72/74, West Germany.
The day the new habits arrived at St. Theresa's.

It could have been the program and it could have been a faulty tape. Heaven only knows. But you'll find no peace on earth when an error is raising the devil with your orders. What you need to find is a way of narrowing your possibility of error. And the easiest place to start is in your selection of computer tape. How? By specifying BASF. At BASF, we produce tapes that are a lot better than they have to be. For example, our special coating technique provides a more even dispersion of oxide particles in the binder, so no matter what your packing density, you get improved bit-to-bit uniformity and fewer sins of omission.

One more point. Our tapes don't cost any more than the competition's. You're already paying for BASF quality... you might as well have it. Write today for the complete story of how BASF computer tapes stack up against the competition. Remember, nobody makes better tape than the people who invented it. BASF Systems, Crosby Drive, Bedford, Mass. 01730.

When it's BASF... you know it's not the tape that goofed.
Liberate the inherent power and capability of the IBM 1130 System with Logicon enhancements — add-on core, high-speed printers, disk drives, tape system — increase the throughput up to 10 times and still enjoy the confidence that is yours with an IBM CPU and IBM maintenance.

Interface your 1130 with up to 32 terminals simultaneously — CRTs, teletypes, analog or digital sensors, IBM selectrics, keyboards, counters, time-of-day clocks, etc. — with the LI/ON (Logicon Input/Output Network) designed specifically to let you communicate with the 1130.

Save dollars on your computer operations. In many cases, Logicon enhancements combined with the reliable, powerful IBM 1130 system will permit you to do much more work for much less money than you are now spending.

No modifications are necessary with Logicon 1130 add-ons and peripherals. You don't have to violate the internal hardware integrity of your IBM 1130 system nor are program changes required.

Logicon is the world's largest supplier of IBM 1130 enhancements. Logicon peripherals, add-ons and communications interfaces are 100% compatible with the IBM 1130 system because they are specifically designed for the IBM 1130.

Where do you find out more about how you can continue to enjoy IBM dependability and service and still reap the benefits of increased throughput, greater capacity, higher speed, job flexibility and a lot more at a low, low cost? Call or write one of our nationwide offices listed below:

Logicon-Intercomp
24225 Garnier Street, Torrance, California 90505
Telephone (213) 325-6060
68 Rogers Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
Telephone (617) 864-4700
Chicago O'Hare Aerospace Center
4849 N. Scott St., Suite 413, Schiller Park, Ill. 60176
Telephone (312) 671-3455
6200 Hillcroft, Suite 112, Houston, Texas 77056
Telephone (713) 772-6636
99 Jericho Turnpike, suite 301, Jericho, N.Y. 11753
Telephone (516) 997-3888
Williamsburg Bldg., 22100 Mastick Road
Fairview Park, Ohio 44126
Telephone (216) 777-6648
6231 Leesburg Pike, Falls Church, Virginia 22044
Telephone (703) 534-7087

Special low-cost software packages are now available.
Program Mixes Theoretical With Practical

Pollution Game Promises Students, Firms Real Results

By a CW Staff Writer

PITTSBURGH - A computer-based game which mixes theoretical with practical applications is being used to train students and aid government agencies and industries in heading off air pollution disasters and in planning strategies to deal with pollution problems.

This spring, the Air Pollution Episode Game (Arpege) is being used as a teaching tool in 120 computer centers, sharing, process control, and upward compatibility.

The major uses of the Air Pollution Episode Game (Arpege) are:

- For classroom work as a supplement to lectures and source material.
- For professionals in air pollution episode control.
- For pollution source managers with economics as a consideration.

- For research scholars as a tool for behavioral and administrative studies.

Arpege was begun early in 1971, resulting from a joint project between Carnegie-Mellon University's (CMU) Environmental Studies Institute and the Air Pollution Control Board of Allegheny County.

A preliminary version was developed and tested with undergraduates in 1972; a full version was tested with participation by actual industrial managers, bureau personnel environmental leaders and educators.

Arpege is currently run in Fortran on an IBM 360/67 and on a Univac 1108 with a Fortran compiler.

Conflicting objectives characterize the behavior and decisions by each player. Players are given roles as managers of the major pollution sources, as members of the regional air pollution control agency or as judges who rule on disputes.

Computer-implemented models simulate industrial operations, weather and meteorology, atmospheric dispersion of pollutants and resulting air quality and associated adverse effects.

The Arpege program was written at CMU by Prof. Anthony S. Walters, School of Urban and Public Affairs; Prof. Matthew J. Reilly, Environmental Studies Institute at CMU; and several students.

Geographically Flexible

Arpege considers short-term episodes rather than long-term air pollution problems. "The beauty of Arpege is that it is easily adapted for a particular geographic region," Walters said.

Each time the area of play is changed, a whole list of variables, including land use, weather conditions, prevailing winds, etc., has to be changed. Once it is programmed for that area, however, the only input is changes in decisions that students make concerning particular plants or laws, Walters added.

Three Phases

The game is divided into three phases: episode planning and preparation, simulation of an episode; and analysis and evaluation of players' roles and strategies.

The last phase provides government officials and pollution source managers with "mutual understanding that can be valuable in ameliorating air pollution problems," Walters said.

"There is no specific winner of the game," Walters said. "Every time a set of decisions is put in, they affect the status of the plants, air quality, etc., in this hypothetical Arpege county."

Batten the Hatches

"At some point, if weather conditions get bad enough, you get air pollution episode conditions and these have to be met by either cutting down on plant pollution or by enforcing laws to cut back production," he said.

Though the players would never "wipe out" the population, he said, they could receive printouts stating that pollution levels are so high that their children are being kept home from school or that no traffic is being allowed on freeways due to the carbon monoxide level.

A private consulting firm is utilizing Arpege in California and several industrial firms and universities have ordered copies of the game from CMU.
That's the decision faced by many users of large IBM computers. It's a tough decision, but Cambridge makes it even tougher. Because our 370/STOR 155 add-on memory has features that can make your Model 155 processor perform like a 158—and then some. Take a look at the checklist—and then make your decision:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 155 with 370/STOR</th>
<th>Model 158 from IBM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>YES</strong></td>
<td><strong>YES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NO</strong></td>
<td><strong>NO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 1. Four megabytes of main storage capacity</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 2. Dynamic address translation features</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 3. Up to 30% more CPU cycles than Model 155</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 4. High-speed addressing of main memory</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 5. Use of either VS1 or VS2 operating system software</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 6. 25% less physical floor space than Model 155 from IBM</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 7. Virtually no conversion or installation costs</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 8. No additional storage adapter required for expansion</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 9. Ability to reconfigure main memory</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V 10. 35% less costly than a Model 155 with all IBM hardware</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That's what 370/STOR 155 can do for your installed Model 155 processor. We almost turn it into a 158—and then some—for about one-third less than it will cost from IBM.

Sure, your decision is tougher now. Or is it?

**CAMBRIDGE.**

A good place to put your information.

---

**360/CORE**

Up to two megabytes of main memory for Models 22, 30, 40, 50, 65 and 67 processors in the System/360 line.

**370/STOR**

Up to four megabytes of main memory for the Models 145, 155 and 165 in the System/370 computer family.

**EXPANDACORE-11**

Memory expansion systems for all PDP-11 processors, featuring up to 30% speed increases. Two-way data save and interlocking.

**EXPANDACORE-620**

Up to 65K of main storage for all 620s, L, F-100 and L-100 minis. Self-contained and self-powered 5½'' plug-in systems.

**OTHER MEMORIES**

Core, semiconductor and DOT data storage systems for OEM and End-user computer mainframe, controller, peripheral, terminal and auxiliary memory products.

---

CAMBRIDGE MEMORIES, INC., 696 Virginia Road, Concord, Mass. 01742 (617) 259-9680
Bank Finds Way To Cut Turnover

By Toni Wiseman
Of the CW Staff

HOUSTON - Career pathing, combined with flexibility and caring, is the way to decrease personnel turnover and improve operations in a DP shop, a Computer Caravan workshop was told here recently.

Scorning abstract concepts of promotion, the Bank of the Southwest has developed a concrete personnel flowchart, so that all employees know exactly how far they can advance and what their alternatives are along the way, Mickey Metcalf, DP manager, told workshop attendees.

"Better for All"

His shop has instituted some other procedures, all of which, he said, makes the operation more satisfactory and efficient.

For instance, each employee and his superior decide on the worker's goals and how and when performance should be measured against these goals. "This becomes a signed contract between the man and his superior," Metcalf said.

At the Bank of the Southwest, Metcalf went on, much effort is expended to make sure personnel are working where they are best used and most capable. "If a man chooses to train for programming and we find out he just can't hack it, we counsel him to try something else," Metcalf said. "If the guy doesn't agree with us on potential, I'd rather lose him at this point than later when his productivity has gone down through discontent."

The bank, he said, moves people where management thinks they can do the best job, even if this means people going 180 degrees out of DP operations. One supervisor, for instance, is currently in charge of customer contacts.

Regular Rotation

Programmers are assigned to jobs on the basis of availability and interest, but all are rotated on a regular basis. "You can't afford to have a bunch of specialists. You can't afford to depend on them and then you can't afford to lose them so you cater to them, and you can't afford that either," Metcalf said. "I'd rather have five men competent in the same five areas than five specialists in each of those areas."

Another move which reduced turnover, he noted, was the addition of technical writers to the staff. "The secret to success here is making human beings more effective in their environment," Metcalf said. "A programmer doesn't want or like to code, and if he's coding, he isn't programming and you're not using your resources."

The bank, he said, has found that one tech writer can satisfy the documentation load put out by two or three programmers, and therefore he has seven tech writers and 22 programmers.

All this, he concluded, has reduced the turnover rate in DP from 35% in 1968, to 15% in 1970 and 4% in 1972. "We only lost one person out of 93 last year," he noted.
Editorials

Suing for Privacy

Computer users are beginning to make themselves heard on the nature of legislation that is certain to generate new organization and use computer files.

And not a minute too late. Some of the suggestions for safeguards contain logic which can best be deemed questionable.

For example, one proponent of privacy safeguards suggested the best way to stop abuses is by suing the alleged perpetrators of wrongdoing.

We have always advocated the avoidance of litigation, and we do not see the threat of a citizen lawsuit as presenting any real incentive for a credit bureau, police agency or large educational institution to change its policies on information handling.

Furthermore, the average citizen has neither the time nor the financial resources to sue the holder of an erroneous record (which could be the cause of unemployment).

The citizen lawsuit is a last resort, and suggestions that it be used as the normal means of protecting privacy are irresponsible.

'Total People'

The unsophisticated data processing manager is on his way out of the American business scene. The increasing importance of the computer function to the need for managers to be concerned with corporate policy and goals, social and legal implications of computing, and business principles in general.

One of the government's top computer experts, Dr. Ruth M. Davis of the National Bureau of Standards, reported to the Federal Executive Board that it is "technological suicide" to introduce computers into one part of an organization without considering the effects of that change on other parts of the process.

The company, she suggested, is just one part of a process of change in management or operations, and should not be considered as "an end in itself."

But given the propriety of computers in business and administration, how does one make them more meaningful?

The president of NCR told members of the American Management Association that the role of systems managers in corporations will become more important, and systems development, rather than technical development, will comprise the "leading edge of most information processing advances."

Overanticipating the benefits of automation has caused problems in recent events point to the need for corporate board members, possibly accounting for the scarcity of computer people as chief executive officers.

But the increasing importance of the computer function and the institution of long-range planning for the application of technology to corporate problems could change this.

DP managers must be ready for their changing role, however, and this means relating to the long-range and policy goals of an organization, not simply implementing those policies that might help achieve goals ... not simply relating to operational problems at the expense of long-range goals.

And if this isn't enough, we are beginning to hear more and more about legal challenges to the use of computers in keeping records. Serious questions are also being raised about whether society wants all the "benefits" that computers can offer since, as a vice-president of Honeywell said last week, "We want to know how technology affects the total human condition."

But what all these events indicate is the need for computer people to be "total people."

After years of warnings about the need to broaden our interests and education, evidence is piling up supporting those who issued the warnings.

Letters to the Editor

Will I Be Programmer Or Microprogrammer?

In reference to "Odds Stacked Against Employment of Programmers" [CW, Feb. 27], a much better analogy would be the recent change from discrete semiconductor to integrated circuit technology. This comparison is particularly interesting, since one of the main factors contributing to the increasing programmability of the hardware is the integrated circuit.

With the advent of the integrated circuit, an electronics engineer, especially a digital one, was confronted with two main choices. If he liked the nitty gritty work, he could work for an integrated circuit manufacturer. Of course, he'd better be prepared to work to a new set of standards. Or he could turn into a systems designer, in which case he might as well forget much of the electronics he ever learned.

The programmer of tomorrow will have a similar choice. If he likes the nitty gritty, he will probably be working for a computer manufacturer, writing microprograms for microcomputers which allow direct execution of higher-level language statements.

With the increasing use of writable control store, compilers and interpreters will be written almost completely in microcode. This kind of work will require a much better understanding of the hardware than was needed of to-day's programmers, but has a disposition for highly detailed work.

If, however, he would rather work with overall concepts, and put to use the higher level languages and machines that are being developed, he needs to study the latest languages, data base management techniques and some of the more usable artificial intelligence concepts.

The ideal is to be predictable and consistent. The objectives themselves are negotiable. Machine dependence is a very conflicting effective objective in some situations. And if that is the case, machine efficiency and dependence could be better achieved with assembly language.

In summary, let us encourage each other toward professionalism in a reputable way to do business by what we say, do and publish.

Philip N. Bergstresser
System Programmer
TRW, Inc.
Vandenberg, Calif.

Cobol Professionalism

The Cobol Clinic has offered some provocation that I think should be further discussed in reference to the DP professionalism that many desire. One facet of professionalism is the consistent adherence to stated goals, but the Cobol Clinic is encouraging exactly the opposite.

Specifically, Cobol is usually utilized to meet several objectives, such as source program readability, programmer effectiveness and machine independence. (There are other reasons, but these three are probably widely accepted.) If these are valid reasons, we should strive to meet them as often as possible when we do use Cobol.

In contrast, the Cobol Clinic column is replete with examples of Cobol which defeat these objectives. The extent to which the contributors have gone to produce machine-dependent efficiencies, at the expense of program readability, demonstrates inconsistent behavior or a commitment to Cobol for reasons other than the three cited.

It is my judgment that we need to state our objectives, plan to meet those objectives and then adhere to that plan until a better one is established for an entity (installation or industry). Cobol could then be selected as the language to meet those objectives.

Finally, program development should be administered to meet the objectives as well as possible. If we attempt to meet them only superficially, we are being unprofessional in our conduct and should rightly be called technicians.

The ideal is to be predictable and consistent. The objectives themselves are negotiable. Machine dependence is a very conflicting effective objective in some situations. And if that is the case, machine efficiency and dependence could be better achieved with assembly language.

In summary, let us encourage each other toward professionalism as a reputable way to do business by what we say, do and publish.

Donald E. Tarbell
Miraleste, Calif.

Ads Turn Him Off

I have a real problem with advertisements and Computerworld articles which imply that without any consideration customers would use 360 equipment rather than 370 equipment. I would not be so disturbed if users were encouraged to consider the cost/benefit ratio of 360s to 370s.

My criticism of this type of advertisement has nothing to do with any "allegiance" to IBM. I manage a 370/158, a 370/145 and a 360/50; 48 Memorex disk drives; 25, 3420-type tape drives, some from IBM and some from STC; Sanders data communications systems; and a host of I/O peripheral devices from a leasing company and/or IBM depending on the expected life in our shop.

Each of the hardware decisions in our shop was made on its own merit. And all three of the CPUs are leased, each one under the best plan available at that time.

I am galled by the implications of some advertising (and many of Computerworld's articles) that customers do not need to consider the 370s as they are more expensive than 360s and the performance/cost ratio is not justified. It may or may not be, depending on your situation. We have found that for on-line processing 370s offer a level of service that we could not attain on a 360 because of overall hardware reliability of the CPU, automatic recovery and retry features of the 370 and the extensive logging of hardware failure conditions on the log file for use by the field engineers.

This type of advertising may get a number of customers who don't think (and who may be presently under IBM's wing for that reason) but this type of advertising may also turn away a few customers who would be willing to consider 360 equipment on the merit of its intended use and application.

L.L. Jones
Vice-President
DP Operations
First & Merchants Corp.
Richmond, Va.

Computerworld welcomes comments from its readers. Letters should be addressed to: Editor, Computerworld, 797 Washington St., Newton, Mass. 02160.
The 1974 technical revolution continues. The Cambridge Memory Accelerator for the IBM 370/155 follows the family of products that had already established many of the techniques of effectively attacking the 20-year-old traditions that many of us have come to consider as laws of nature. In this case, the tradition which is being attacked is the conscious marketing of "hobbled" machines—those that are slow for some way that makes them less valuable than the newer versions which are available.

**Hobbling machine**

Hobbling machines were used to reduce the speed of IBM sales resulting either from technical obsolescence, or else from overpricing, or lack of substantial marketing effort. However, before hobbling became a conscious design tactic for marketing purposes.

There were three areas where hobbling could be practiced:

- Low-Entry Systems—Hobbling was used to provide a limited, cheap system that could be sold out, but which would remain on the market.

- No-Development Cost Systems—Internally, any system is examined for development cost/marketability possibility. Hobbling systems effectively had no development costs; the costs had already been expensed on the unhobbled system. This allowed budget cutting at the design phase.

- Purchase System Designs—This is in some ways the hardest hobbling tactic of all. Most major computer companies had a disheartening number of copies for non-commercial use, and these were sold for a much reduced price.

---

**Accelerator Challenges tradition of mid-term Kicker**

The Taylor Report

By Alan Taylor, CDP

The Unhobbling of the IBM 370/155

The Original 370/155

A slow (2 PAC) IBM memory resulting in wasted processing cycles when data is stored or accessed from the main memory.

The IBM Mid-Term Kicker

A faster (1 PAC) IBM memory installed, but only in conjunction with virtual memory circuitry, making it a 370/155.

The Unhobbling Version

A faster (under 1 PAC) non-IBM memory with special logic circuitry that permits the waste of processing cycles to be reduced by an estimated 22% without requiring virtual circuitry.

---

**Technical Revolution Continues**

Actuators have been developed to control the level of precision in these systems. They are capable of solving large systems of simultaneous linear algebraic equations, employing the new computer technology that Atanasoff had invented.

By this time the U.S. was at war and since the ABC and related research were not war-connected, Barry was subject to military service. If Barry had been drafted, the computer would play a vital part in the development of the hydrogen bomb. At that time both men moved to jobs where their knowledge and training would make a direct contribution to the efforts of the nation struggling to make up deficiencies in equipment and material. Barry went to Peasdon to take a job with Consolidated Engineering where he became an expert in mass spectrometry, and Atanasoff accepted a research position with the Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL) in Washington, D.C., where he became head of the Acoustics Division.

Friendly Help

Prior to his leaving Iowa State an agreement was reached that the college would contribute $650 towards the cost of the defense research which never accomplished. When Iowa State lagged in taking action, however, Atanasoff on his own initiative located a man skilled in the mysteries of obtaining research funds, applied for the drawings and specifications for his personal.

The lack of action was discouraging and Barry had no better luck and gave up. He could have forced the college in the courts but one gets the impression that controversy is distasteful to this man. It is the stimulation and development of the hydrogen bomb.

When Atanasoff went to NOL, Barry now at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania was still widely interested in computers.

---

**Unhobbling the IBM 370/155**

A mid-term System that is no longer recommended by the Accelerator. The IBM 370/155 is now obsolete and has been replaced by a faster system.

---

**Unhobbling the IBM 370/155**

A fast (1 PAC) IBM memory installed, but only in conjunction with virtual memory circuitry, making it a 370/155.

The Unhobbling Version

A faster (under 1 PAC) non-IBM memory with special logic circuitry that permits the waste of processing cycles to be reduced by an estimated 22% without requiring virtual circuitry.

---

**Friendy Help**

Prior to his leaving Iowa State an agreement was reached that the college would contribute $650 towards the cost of the defense research which never accomplished. When Iowa State lagged in taking action, however, Atanasoff on his own initiative located a man skilled in the mysteries of obtaining research funds, applied for the drawings and specifications for his personal.

The lack of action was discouraging and Barry had no better luck and gave up. He could have forced the college in the courts but one gets the impression that controversy is distasteful to this man. It is the stimulation and development of the hydrogen bomb.

When Atanasoff went to NOL, Barry now at the Moore School of Electrical Engineering at the University of Pennsylvania was still widely interested in computers.
Looking for a data dictionary?
The \textit{Data Catalogue}

Easy to use
In use now
Comprehensive in scope
Operates with any COBOL compiler

SYNERGETICS CORPORATION
1 Garfield Circle
Burlington, Mass. 01803
(617) 272-3460

Digital Concept Didn’t Take Shape Easily

(Continued from Page 15)

He had written a highly significant letter to Atanasoff after his June 1941 visit. Dated Sept. 30, 1941, and addressed to “Dear J.V.” he posed the question:

“As there is no objection, from your point of view, to my building some sort of computer which incorporates some of the features of your machine?… Ultimately a second question might come up, of course, and that is, in the event that your present design were to hold the field against all challengers and I get the Moore School interested in having something of the sort, would the way be open for us to build an ‘Atanasoff Calculator’ (a la Bush analyzer) here?”

The letter closed “Sincerely yours, John W.Operates with any COBOL compiler

The He had written a highly significant letter to Atanasoff after his June 1941 visit. Dated Sept. 30, 1941, and addressed to “Dear J.V.” he posed the question:

“As there is no objection, from your point of view, to my building some sort of computer which incorporates some of the features of your machine?… Ultimately a second question might come up, of course, and that is, in the event that your present design were to hold the field against all challengers and I get the Moore School interested in having something of the sort, would the way be open for us to build an ‘Atanasoff Calculator’ (a la Bush analyzer) here?”

The letter closed “Sincerely yours, John W. Mauchly” but was not signed. In anticipation that the letter’s authenticity might be challenged, Honeywell lawyers revealed the extensive research it had conducted on distinctive type defects. Mauchly subsequently admitted he had written the letter.

At the Moore School, Mauchly began working with Dr. J. Presper Eckert on a project which eventually became the Eniac, developed for the U.S. Army Ordnance Corps which started funding them in June 1943, though commercial rights were held by the University of Pennsylvania.

In March 1945 Eckert-Mauchly pressed the university to recognize their commercial interests in return for assurances they would help the university fulfill its Army contract. Unhappy recognizing the necessity for cooperation with Eckert and Mauchly the university yielded any patent rights obtained based on the work for the Army.

However, one year later in 1946 Dean Pender of the University of Pennsylvania demanded they subjugate their personal commercial interests to the interest of the university or terminate their employment. They submitted resignations effective March 31, 1946. They filed patent applications for Eniac June 25, 1947.

Sperry Rand eventually acquired the patent rights from Mauchly and Eckert, but since Dr. Edward Teller in the Minneapolis trial testified he had used the Eniac for calculations on the hydrogen bomb more than a year earlier this was one factor in Judge Earl Larson’s declaring the patent invalid. Public use of an invention more than one year prior to application for a patent renders that patent invalid.

Port III details how Atanasoff survived the pretensions to his invention of the first computer and emerged as the “real father.” Now in his 70s, Atanasoff refuses to rest on his laurels.

Letters to the Editor

CPP Decides to Disband

The active members of Computer People for Peace (CPP) have decided to disband. This is a painful decision for those of us who have been involved with CPP for many years.

For this reason we have tried to keep CPP and \textit{Interrupt} going even as local activities declined. The interest is still there. In the past year, CPP has received more mail and requests for literature than in any previous year. But the realities are that it takes a strong local group to keep the organization going and that \textit{Interrupt} cannot be written or distributed without input from groups actively involved in research and action groups.

While CPP can no longer do this, our friends in Science for the People (SfP) would like to continue relating to computer people. SfP is a national organization of scientific and technical workers committed to the policies and concerns that CPP represented.

We believe that SfP, through its organization and magazine, can fill many of the needs that CPP and \textit{Interrupt} met over the last six years.

New York Steering Committee

Computer People for Peace

291 Sterling Place
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11238
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**Independent Sort Handles Fixed-Length Nova Records**

**PLAINVIEW, N.Y. — Data General users under RDOS or DOS can sort sequential, random or contiguous files of fixed-length records with a Disk Sort Package now available from GP Computing Services, Inc.**

Records can be up to 256 words long, but blocked records can be handled only if the blocks themselves are not more than 256 words long, the company said.

File parameters and sorting instructions — sort keys, ascending or descending sequence, etc. — are entered as the programmer sets up the sort, which is set up a subroutine, written in Fortran IV.

The routine requires 2,300 words of memory plus room for an internal buffer which is defined by the user but must be at least 10K.

The package can be purchased for $950, 41 Burton Ave., Islandia, 11701.

**Object Decks Repunched, Listed by Utility Package**

**ANAHiem, Calif. — Object decks can be repunched to incorporate changes from REPLACE cards, or listed in hexadec-imal or EBCDIC characters, column by column, with the X4744 program from Pilkerton International.**

The listings are formatted and key words such as TXT, RLD, ESD and END are shown to identify the type of card being printed. The program will work on any OS or VS system, the company noted, and it is available in both source and object code for $195, from P.O. Box 6372, S206.

**Call-a-Computer Network Gains 'Information' Retrieval/Report Tool**

**SAN PEDRO, Calif. — Users of the Call-a-Computer remote computing network can perform data retrieval, analysis and reporting operations with the Information Retrieval/Report Tool recently installed by the network.**

Whole business applications can be structured around Inform facilities, and related applications can be run on the system and a Regulator Module that analyzes and restructures the system's activities, second-by-second, to optimize its performance.

In addition, a System Performance Module that measures the time each activity and of every component in the system and a Regulator Module that analyzes and restructures the system's activities, second-by-second, to optimize its performance.

Synchronous Adapter. This updated feature is free to Model 6 or Model 10 users.

**‘QCM’ Times, Adjusts, Reports User’s Performance Under OS**

**PITTSBURGH — Users of IBM's Operating System/3 (OS/3) can measure their installation "more accurately with IBM's SMP", improve performance "signi-ificantly" and report the results in terms of time, dollars and percentages, with the QCM (QCM) package from Duquesne Systems.**

Software within QCM includes a Timing Module that measures the time each activity and of every component in the system and a Regulator Module that analyzes and restructures the system's activities, second-by-second, to optimize its performance.

In addition, a System Performance Module that measures the time each activity and of every component in the system and a Regulator Module that analyzes and restructures the system's activities, second-by-second, to optimize its performance.

The remote job entry feature has been extended to support data entry from the S/3 disk as well as from tape and unit record devices as before. Reading from several devices is now possible and this ability is reflected in the feature's new name: Multi-access RJE Work Station (MRJE/WS).

A Communications Control Program (CCP) has been added as a feature to the IBM's OS/3 and takes no significant storage of its own. The complete QCM package is available on license for prices ranging from $1,400.00 for small installations to $5,000 for large installations.

**Call Jim Garrett today at 609-667-8770, or send a resume to him at once at —**

**300 Kings Highway North**

**Cherry Hill, NJ 08034/609-667-8770**

**WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. — The System Control Program (SCP) for IBM's OS/3 has been enhanced by IBM to allow more effective use of the small system as a terminal to 370 mainframes operating under OS/VSE or OS/V2S, or as host to its own set of terminals.**

The remote job entry feature has been extended to support data entry from the remote node to the S/3 disk as well as from tape and unit record devices as before. Reading from several devices is now possible and this ability is reflected in the feature's new name: Multi-access RJE Work Station (MRJE/WS).

A Communications Control Program (CCP) has been added as a feature to the IBM's OS/3 and takes no significant storage of its own. The complete QCM package is available on license for prices ranging from $1,400.00 for small installations to $5,000 for large installations.

**For terminals with built-in terminals, the S/3/10, or 16 tasks on the S/3/15.**

**STOP**

**UNITS COMPUTING INC.**

**496 Kings Highway North**

**Cherry Hill, NJ 08034/609-667-8770**

**COMPUTING INC.**

**Value Computing, Inc., megapopulous-software developer and marketing firm with a proven product line of software systems installed in over 300 computer centers throughout the United States and Europe.**

**We currently market five successful systems, have a prestigious list of satisfied users, a longer list of receptive prospects, and an exciting, new software product that will be announced very shortly.**

**We’re looking for three successful salesmen who want to put more $$$ into that SUCCESS, who have guts and the brains to match to operate on your own set of terminals.**

**Call Jim Garrett today at 609-667-8770, or send a resume to him at once at —**

**496 Kings Highway North**

**Cherry Hill, NJ 08034/609-667-8770**

**If you’re interested in a profitable future as a software salesman, read on.**

**We’re Value Computing, Inc., megapopulous-software developer and marketing firm with a proven product line of software systems installed in over 300 computer centers throughout the United States and Europe.**

**We currently market five successful systems, have a prestigious list of satisfied users, a longer list of receptive prospects, and an exciting, new software product that will be announced very shortly.**

**We’re looking for three successful salesmen who want to put more $$$ into that SUCCESS, who have guts and the brains to match to operate on your own set of terminals.**

**Call Jim Garrett today at 609-667-8770, or send a resume to him at once at —**

**496 Kings Highway North**

**Cherry Hill, NJ 08034/609-667-8770**

**If ALL that makes a lot of sense to you, try it out on us. We’re demanding. . .but reasonable.**
NEW YORK—While users of IBM's Customer Information Control System (CICS) face problems, careful planning—and the use of at least one, newly available support package—can solve some of them, and the forthcoming VS implementation of the system should overcome others, according to a consulting firm specializing in CICS.

At a recent seminar it sponsored for technicians and managers, Computer Horizons Corp. (CHC) identified lack of storage protection as one of the more serious problems. All tasks in the CICS partition are similar to separate programs in the operating system. Core fragmentation can develop at such a rate that a task may find it impossible to get the core it needs.

The 1200 has a lot to offer your small data center. A call to your nearest MTS office or to our headquarters at 1315 Third Ave., 10017, will bring you the full story. Find out for yourself why data entry products like our Data Recorder, our powerful system 2400 and our new compact System 1200 have made our users list the second largest in the industry.

Mohawk Data Sciences Corp.
Upper N. Y. 13803

Mohawk Data Sciences

Assembler Seen Key to CICS Use

The Dynamic Mapping software package recently announced as a Field Developed Feature (FDG, March 6) is "another helpful tool, letting the programmer review core and storage chains during CICS execution," he added.

Core consultation is a major concern, Koehmle went on, because core estimates are often inaccurate. Applications should not be written in a high-level language if they are operating in any CICS environment where the memory dedicated to CICS is extremely limited.

The reentrant coding interface for each program will require a "substantial percentage" of total space available, he warned. However, "reasonably accurate, yet complex" core estimation formulas may be found in IBM's general information manuals for the particular CICS hardware in use.

Also significant, however, is that core fragmentation can degrade throughput of a CICS task. If a 5K area is needed, CICS will search for contiguous core but core will not be organized dynamically to make the needed space available even if there are enough interactive tasks that could be eliminated.

Instead, the new task requiring space not available will wait until the space becomes available.

In this situation, standard-sized task programs would help, and of course paging under VS should eliminate the problem altogether, the seminar was reminded.

Terminal Selection

Terminal response time is sometimes less than satisfactory, Moglielky noted, but this is "usually caused" by an improper hardware configuration or inefficient application coding. Terminals should be chosen very carefully, especially if the user expects to move to VS. Support for the IBM 1130 and 140, and the 2790 and 2260 units, will be dropped under VS, as will backing of TCAM software, he said.

A booklet outlining the "problems" session and all the other presentations made at the seminar is available for $1.50 from CHC at 747 Third Ave., 10017.

Terminal response time is sometimes less than satisfactory, Moglielky noted, but this is "usually caused" by an improper hardware configuration or inefficient application coding. Terminals should be chosen very carefully, especially if the user expects to move to VS. Support for the IBM 1130 and 140, and the 2790 and 2260 units, will be dropped under VS, as will backing of TCAM software, he said.

A booklet outlining the "problems" session and all the other presentations made at the seminar is available for $1.50 from CHC at 747 Third Ave., 10017.

Sherry Says...

The Data Communication Forum

"Shortages" are making today's headlines, but they're nothing new to data transmission users. The problem is one of getting highly conditioned phone lines in some areas. If this is a shortage that affects your data transmission, don't despair. ICC has two solutions—modems that operate reliably over unconditioned and dial-up lines; and modems that can transmit several streams of data over the same line at the same time. Both are available to data transmission users. Like the problem of getting highly conditioned phone lines in some areas. If this is a shortage that affects your data transmission, don't despair. ICC has two solutions—modems that operate reliably over unconditioned and dial-up lines; and modems that can transmit several streams of data over the same line at the same time. Both are available to data transmission users. The reentrant coding interface for each program will require a "substantial percentage" of total space available, he warned. However, "reasonably accurate, yet complex" core estimation formulas may be found in IBM's general information manuals for the particular CICS hardware in use.
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Is IBM Software Affected?

**Data Link Standards Differ on Numbering Methods**

By Ronald A. Frank
Of The CW Staff

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A major difference has been noted between the data link control procedure now being considered for an industry standard by ANSI and the latest proposal from IBM. The difference centers on the control field numbering, according to industry experts. And it may be causing a delay in first installations of IBM's software.

IBM's proposal is called ADCCP with dependent numbering; and the latest proposal is known as SDLC with independent numbering.

Much of the original work in developing a bit-oriented data link control was devoted to a single number system. Both U.S. and European standards organizations continued work on this version of ADCCP when IBM first introduced its double numbering or independent numbering proposal in 1971. The single number system, or one finite system, is now in its final stages as an ANSI standard although it is difficult to predict how soon a standard will be adopted.

The current question raising people, equipment suppliers and standards experts is how the methods will interact with one another. Very little is known about IBM's intentions in proposing the SDLC protocol at a time when work on the original version was already well along in the ANSI study cycle.

The real question plaguing users, equipment suppliers and standards experts is the relationship between the dependent and independent schemes, an IBM spokesman said. Little said: "In light of the complexity of the subject, one should expect that there will be a point in time. We would hope that the end result would be an appropriately related family of standards."

The standards that are finalized for data link control in any of these communications systems are obviously important for users who must plan several years ahead. IBM has announced several terminal-oriented systems that will use SDLC. It is assumed this will be the independent SDLC Protocol that the company has proposed.

One of the first implementations of SDLC, scheduled for the first quarter of this year. This would have been a software module of IBM's Virital Telecommunications Access Method (VTAM) to allow 370/3705 front-end processors to communicate with each other or with a virtual storage 370 mainframe, using SDLC.

But IBM has announced that first customer installations using this VTAM model 370 SDLC have been delayed until the first quarter of this year. An IBM spokesman said the delay was necessary "to provide additional time for testing and performance enhancements and to better synchronize with the new IBM SDLC.""Establishment of data link standards will be an important step toward the compatible communications networks of the future, according to one standards expert. Until the link control procedures are finalized, it will not be possible to begin work on standards to interconnect separate networks, he pointed out.

**Front End Handles University's Terminal Mix**

By Patrick Ward
Of The CW Staff

KINGSTON, R.I. — The University of Rhode Island here is using a variety of terminal equipment to suit the needs of its various departments.

In the university's inventory are 48 IBM 2741s, six ITT 3501 Asicscope video displays, two Harris Communications (Datel) Cope 1030s, one Model 33 ASR teletypewriter, two Memorex 1,200 keyboard/printing terminals, one Portacon terminal and two Cope 1200 RFDs.

Transmission rates vary from 100- to 1,200 bit/sec. Asci, Ecdis and BCD codes are used.

The university's 1M-byte IBM 370/155 controllers communicate via a network.

The controller's ability to translate various communications codes and speeds allows the user departments to select the terminals they want, according to Dr. Nelson Little, assistant director of the University Computer Laboratories.

Within the CPU, input from the diverse equipment looks like it originated from either a 2741 or a teletypewriter with a full ASCII keyboard, said George Little, assistant director of the laboratory.

The 370's Call-Os Time Sharing System had supported 64 key teletypewriters, but it was reprogrammed to accept full ASCII.

The 1270's automatic speed (autospeed) recognition allows a terminal to send an identifying number that selects the speed and the terminal control, Little noted.

"So if it looks like a 2741, the identifying character selects the hardware control for a 2741. If it looks like an ASCII device, the hardware selects the ASCII controller" and also the speed, Little stated.

The Call-Os system has been able to handle the faster devices without problems so far, Little said, though he mentioned that other users had found this a problem.

The university has a DEC PDP-5 used in data transfer from a graphics application and also occasionally as a remote job entry unit transmitting at 1,200 bit/sec.

"They have I/O handlers in the PDP-9 to control the line and the standard I/O devices," Little said. "By the time it gets on the line it looks like a time-sharing terminal," he added.

**Analysis**

In the SDLC or dual numbering proposal, three bits are assigned to the primary, three bits are assigned to the secondary for each end of the line; and two bits are used for command and response purposes.

The term SDLC is used by IBM but within ANSI standards committee the original protocol is called ADCCP with dependent numbering; and the latest proposal is known as SDLC with independent numbering.

**AT&T Files 209 Data Set Rates**

**With Multiplexing, Conditioning**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — AT&T has filed proposed interstate private-line rates for its 209 data set with the Federal Communications Commission. The 9,600 bit/sec modem will be the first from the Bell System to offer users a multiplexing capability.

The basic rate for the 209 is proposed as $230/month with a $100 one-time charge for installation. This will include a new level of line conditioning for 3002 lines designated as "high-performance data conditioning." This conditioning will be designated as D-1, according to an AT&T spokesman, and will not be confused with "real" voice usage of the line.

In addition to the basic rates for the 209, a user who selects the multiplexing capability will have to pay monthly line charges and an installation fee depending on data speed and location of the terminal and/or CPU, the spokesman said.

For "remote terminal interfaces" which are not hardwired but are in the same building, the additional costs are 2,400 bit/sec will be $115/month with $150 instal-

For 4,800 bit/sec this charge will be $255/month and $250 installation.

For interfaces not in the same premises, the cost at 2,400 bit/sec will be $135/month and $150 installation and at 4,800 bit/sec the charges will be $275/month and $250 installation.

Set for March 25

The added charges will apply to every data set at the appropriate transmission speed. The 209 will be compatible with 2,400 bit/sec data streams from the Bell 201, and with 4,800 bit/sec data streams from the Bell 208 data set. The proposed rates are scheduled to take effect March 25 unless suspended by the FCC.

Assuming approval of the rates, first installations could begin by the end of March, the spokesman said. A prototype installation of the 209 has been operating at a General Electric facility in Schenec-

dady, N.Y., where 200 were installed between CPU's about 100 feet apart, the spokesman said.

**Establishment of data link standards will be an important step toward the compatible communications networks of the future, according to one standards expert. Until the link control procedures are finalized, it will not be possible to begin work on standards to interconnect separate networks, he pointed out.**
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Located at
53 Perimeter Center, East
Atlanta, Ga., 30346
(404) 383-1309

Computer Hardware Inc. has a painless cure for overworked 1130 systems

Add a disc storage system with 20 times the capacity and more than 12 times the speed of the integral disc drive in your 1130. Our CHI-1114 disc storage system has a capacity of 10.24M words and can be expanded to 20.48M words by adding a second disc drive. CHI core, your 1130 DMA programs need no modification. There's a lot more add-on capability at Computer Hardware Inc. Write today for complete information on all our 1130-compatible products to extend the life and value of your original CPU investment. (If you now have an 1800 system, say so—we'll tell you what we have in that department.)

Don't wait . . . cure your overworked 1130 system with peripherals from Computer Hardware Inc.

Add-on peripherals from Computer Hardware Inc.
P.O. Box 4496, Sacramento, California 95825, (916) 481-7723
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Atlanta, Ga., 30346
(404) 383-1309

Call Harrell Henson to find out how CLC can help you by buying, selling, leasing or trading computer systems and peripherals.

CLC ComputerLeasing

2001 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Arlington, Va., 22202
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The basic configuration of the 734 includes a 734-1 modular terminal controller with 16k 8-bit bytes of memory, adapter logic for the card reader/printer, a synchronous communication line adapter, operator panel, keyboard/display and 200 User Terminal emulation control. The user has a choice of two card readers and two line printers.

The CDC 734 batch terminals are now available. CDC said. Purchase price for a typical configuration consisting of modular terminal controller, low-speed card reader and low-speed printer is under $27,000. One-year lease price for the same configuration is approximately $750/mo, excluding maintenance.

2780 Controlware

The 27801-10 controller has 16k 8-bit bytes of memory and includes adapter logic for the card reader/printer, cyclic encoder, synchronous communication line adapter, operator panel, keyboard/display and controlware for IBM 2780 emulation. The user has a choice of either a 300 or 600 card/min card reader, and one of three line printers.

First deliveries of the 27801 Batch Terminal are scheduled this month. Purchase price for a typical configuration, including low-speed card reader and printer, is approximately $25,900. The commercial term plus lease price for the same configuration is $515/mo, excluding maintenance.

Low-Speed Coupler Ready

FORT WASHINGTON, Pa. — An acoustic coupler with -50 decibel/min sensitiv-
ity has been announced by Tele-
Dynamics. The Model 7102AD is portable and may be used for low-speed data transmission with a variety of terminals and tele-
phones. The unit is available as originate-only, answer-only or originate/answer and provides simultaneous TTY and EIA (RS-232) output as well as terminations for direct tie-in to a Bell Data Access Ar-
rangement. Prices start at $292 from Tele-
Dynamics, Division of Ambac, 525 Vir-
ginia Drive, 19034.
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A Look Toward 1985—Part III

Nets Locked In; Change Could Be ‘Catastrophic’

By Vic Farmer
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — The computer user, after all these years of development of the fourth-generation computer systems to be available during the next 10 years, will find himself no longer able to distinguish his individual computer components clearly by either boundary or size.

This is one conclusion of a DP technology assessment Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) conducted for the U.S. Air Force recently.

By 1985 the user will have many modules — some collected into DP centers and some geographically dispersed — but all modules will be interconnected, ADL predicted. The users will no longer be able to replace the entire network without a ‘catastrophic upheaval.’

But “it should be easy to replace or add a module, as long as it is compatible with the system software, which is completely responsible for the user’s interaction with the machines and which has become the computer industry’s most important product.”

The study defined three system architectures: the central system which can be connected to either the hierarchical network or the loop network for real-time, on-line processing. (Figures 1, 2 and 3)

The central system will provide memory access because the virtual high-speed memory and its backing store — reached through the file controller — are logically integral. The memory will include several separately powered banks, so the system can operate even if there is a partial failure.

A hierarchy of file storage devices will connect to the memory through multiple controllers, and these controllers can conduct most file maintenance, automatically managing the devices in a virtual mode.

Communications Networks

Connected to this general computer system will be large and complex communications networks of either the hierarchical or loop structure.

The hierarchical structures will be used when the applications involve interaction with a single set of central files, and terminals will connect into the system with data concentrators to reduce line costs. “The terminals themselves are likely to have internal processing capability, for editing of input data, assisting operators in following procedures correctly, and generally performing whatever operations the data can conveniently be done locally with access to the central data base,” according to ADL.

Satellite processors with file-handling capability will, moreover, handle applications in which the records are only needed locally, such as local payroll and inventories.

Even though such a satellite will be tied up on local processing, it will provide data for the central system.

Satellite processors are connected to the central system by a network or loop network.

These networks usually operate on the basis of transmitting fairly large packets of data, both for economy and because most information systems still produce data primarily on a batch basis.

Figure 1. Fourth-Generation Central System

Satellite processors with file-handling capability will, moreover, handle applications in which the records are only needed locally, such as local payroll and inventories. Even though such a satellite will be tied up on local processing, it will provide data for the central system.

Where use of a central file is not needed, interconnection will still be needed in the interest of sharing computational workloads and exchanging the smaller amounts of data and can be accomplished through a loop network.

Figure 2. Hierarchical Network

Loop Networks
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Communications Networks

Connected to this general computer system will be large and complex communications networks of either the hierarchical or loop structure.

The hierarchical structures will be used when the applications involve interaction with a single set of central files, and terminals will connect into the system with data concentrators to reduce line costs. “The terminals themselves are likely to have internal processing capability, for editing of input data, assisting operators in following procedures correctly, and generally performing whatever operations the data can conveniently be done locally with access to the central data base,” according to ADL.
What's The Outlook For The Computer Industry in JAPAN

NOW... And In The Crucial Months Ahead?

Japan is the largest computer market outside the U.S. with over 15,000 computer installations worth $5 billion and projections indicate the Japanese market will grow 25%-30% a year.

But...

- What about the effects of the current energy crisis on Japan's computer industry?
- Will the restrictions on Arab oil supplies to Japan and the fact that Japan has exempted data processing from oil restrictions mean no cut in computer activity?
- How about the impact on mainframe makers? Investment restrictions? Japan's credit squeeze? Power cuts?
- What it all means to YOU?

As an alert executive aware of the growing importance of the international computer industry, now more than ever you need...

You Are Invited To Accept This SPECIAL TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

3 Months For $20

Regular $54 Annual Rates INCLUDING THE FREE SPECIAL REPORT!

ECP Japan report

Published in Japan By International Consulting Corporation
An Athenic Co.

INTERNATIONAL DATA CORPORATION

60 Austin Street, Newton Ma, Massachusetts 02160
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Bits & Pieces

Floppy Disk Interfaces Most Minis

SUNNYVALE, Calif. - A floppy disk system from Xebec Systems, Inc., with a universal formatter can be used with almost any minicomputer, such as those of Modular Computer Corporation, Datascript and all of the Intermec 180 series.

The XFD-100/U flexible disk system includes a disk assembly with one or two disk drives, a formatter and about one half of the interface and controller hardware that interfaces the formatter with the selected mini-computer. The other half of the controller can be supplied by Xebec or can easily be built by the user using instructions and documentation supplied with the XFD-100/U, according to the firm.

Price of the XFD-100/U is $3,350 with a single disk drive or $4,400 with two disk drives.

General specifications of the XFD-100/U are: disk capacity of 256K byte; 64 tracks; 32 sectors; 375 rpm rotational speed; 10 msec track-to-track access; and 31 byte/sec transfer rate. Xebec is at 566 Sun Xavier Ave., 94086.

EC 'Standard 8' a Tumby Mini System

MAYNARD, Mass. - A turnkey minicomputer system, built around the PDP-8/E minicomputer, has been announced by DEC. The system employs both disk and cassette storage peripherals, OS/8 software, and costs approximately the same as the same configuration in its minimum configuration when it was introduced in 1965, according to the company.

The standard 8 system is priced at $18,000 - a 13% savings over equivalent configurations previously available, DEC said.

The standard 8 system is composed of a PDP-8/E with 8K of core memory, a moving-head disk and a dual-drive DEC cassette, all mounted in one cabinet, plus a standard DEC software consisting of OS/8 system and diagnostics. (The first PDP-8 in its minimum configuration consisted of the processor with 4K of core and a teletypewriter.)

Dual Floppy Disk Drive Stores 4.4M Bits

DENVER - Dynavator's Model 40 dual floppy disk drive has storage to the other. A mini controller, called FAD by Dynavator, is optional.

Dynavator's disk drives utilize a noncontact mylar disk, perforated and certified, with track-following servo information not available with IBM-compatible contact recording disk memories, according to the company.

The dual drives are priced at $1,100 (OS/8 disk cartridge).

DUCS VI (Display Unit Control System - Version 6) is a widely used office automation program that runs on both IBM 2760 and 2760 printers operating under DOS or DOS/VS. A simulation feature permits DUCS to be executed on 2760's. No program changes are required by the user.

DUCS VI provides a new and unique Format Facility and Mapping Facility which provide a simple, convenient method of using all of the 3270 enhancements including full field manipulation, selector light pens, operation at card readers, etc.

DUCS VI interfaces with program problems written in COBOL, PL/I, FORTRAN or Assembler Language. Programs using DUCS VI do not need any knowledge of Assembler Language.

DUCS VI requires minimal core (2K to 6K) for either 2760 or 3270 support and may be furnished by any DOS or DOS/VS user. Those considering CICS should evaluate DUCS VI before commitment.

DUCS VI is a licensed Program Product available from C. F. S. Inc. on monthly, yearly or one-time lease. Basic DUCS VI, including both local 2760 and 3270 support, is leased at $76.00 per month. The optional 2760/3270 simulation feature of DUCS VI leases for an additional $15.00 per month. The optional remote 3270 support of DUCS VI (available 2nd quarter, 1974) leases for $55.00 per month. Special yearly or one-time lease rates are available.

Send requests for DUCS VI to C. F. S. License agreement includes complete documentation with implied right of use by resident and inquiries may be directed to Mr. Richard K. Goran.
The Graham Vow.

The Graham Vow expresses Graham Magnetics' pledge at a time when much of the computer tape industry strives for lower production cost through shortcut processing and testing.

- Graham has maintained and will enhance its program for increased excellence of product and high standards of Quality Assurance.
- Graham will take no shortcuts in manufacturing and testing of tape.
- Graham will not relax the stringent inspections and 100% certification which every reel of tape must pass before shipment.

Graham will not delude you by compromising quality. On the contrary, Graham will enact even more exacting standards with the continuing development of new precision methods and techniques.

Graham Magnetics
Graham, Texas 76046
Performance Measuring or 'How Is My System Loaded'

By Patrick Ward

CINCINNATI — Performance measurement boils down to the question, "How is my system loaded?", Ray Hitti, director of hardware and software evaluation for Sohio, told a Computer Caravan forum on performance measurement.

DP installations can't use hardware or software monitors effectively if they can't describe their loads and the resources they use based on the commitments they have. "The only way to truly understand what you are doing is to model your workload," Hitti said.

The two 370/158s at Sohio's central installation run under the ASP operating system, Hitti said, and the staff wrote a simulator in Fortran for it over a period of a year and a half.

The simulator is job-oriented and is used in case studies to account for the way memory and I/O are utilized, Hitti added.

What Commitments?

The DP manager should go down through the list and ask what commitments have been made to the users on each of these jobs. These commitments might be issue times or turnaround times, he said.

Hitti defined a committed issue time as an agreement between a DP manager and his user that "if you bring in data at 9:00 I'll have results at 11:00." Promised response times for real-time users would be another form of commitment, Hitti added.

"Any DP manager," he said, "should at least have a mechanical or manual log to verify whether you have met your user commitments and how your resources have been used in fulfilling your commitments.

A rudimentary way of doing this, he said, is with a "slack ratio" equal to committed turnaround divided by processing time.

Turnaround time is equal to the committed completion time minus arrival time. Arrival time is when the job package is complete and ready for processing. Processing time is equal to run time plus setup, plus staging, plus library fetch, plus printing, plus decompiling time, Hitti said.

Any value of the slack ratio beyond 1 measures "breathing room," Hitti explained, while a value of one means you have a full or "dedicated" system with no room for slack.

At Sohio, Hitti said he prefers a slack ratio above one to accommodate users who are late with data. The slack ratio is a "business-like tool" that users and executives can understand, Hitti pointed out.

"Using this tool helps identify how much capacity remains," he said. "Now you can cite empty resources and when you're filled, and by whom and at what level of commitment."

It also can help with commitments that are no longer valid. In his own firm, "users were less upset by revised times when the slack was high," Hitti said.

"Under no circumstances — whether real-time or batch — can you have very high levels of utilization without hurting response time or turnaround time," he noted.

Where Are We?

Asked to describe a plan for measurement, Hitti advised DP managers to know what level of utilization they are at; to know whether they have properly used that resource (the utilization rate alone won't say); and to know what capacity is left.

But the user must understand enough about his workload to know what kind of work can be added on, he remarked.

Operating Procedures Of DP Room a Key To Overall Security

TORONTO, Ont. — A simple way to determine the security of your computer system is to check it against the following "musts" concerning computer room operating procedures:

* Consider using special printers or output terminals to handle the printing of sensitive data, such as salary data or market forecasts, and consider having a representative of the user department and the computer room shift supervisor present supervisory.

* Supervise computer operations at all times to ensure that no operator can use your computer equipment and time to run jobs for outsiders without your knowledge.

* Establish procedures for preauthorization of all overtime use of the computer equipment, programs, tapes and disks.

* Ensure there are operating instructions for every job in the computer center, that they are properly updated when changes are made, and that they are frequently reviewed by the shift supervisor to ensure that standards are being maintained.

* Clearly document rerun procedures for each system to reduce the possibility of operator error.

* Schedule all computer processing for operational systems to reduce peak workloads and thereby reduce the risk of operator error.

* Delegate to a production scheduler or controller the responsibility for dispatching jobs to the computer room, recording which equipment is used, what time the job is submitted and what time it is completed, and for following up data not yet received when a job is scheduled.

* Record the progress of jobs through the computer room on a run control log showing estimated versus actual times, reruns, errors, restarts and interruptions.

* Ensure that all systems provide a set of standard messages and instructions to the operator under various conditions, thereby reducing the required training for the operator to make decisions.

* Establish procedures to protect, the computer during off-shift hours, such as: locking computer room doors, having security guards check all called and doors to make sure they are locked, giving guards a list of authorized off-shift personnel, keeping a log of off-shift computer users, recording meter readings before and after off-shifts.

This checklist was compiled by DCF Systems Ltd., 74 Victoria St., Toronto, Ontario MSC 2A5.

Our new DOS/VS course makes good programmers great.

Another first from EDUTRONICS—"DOS/VS CONCEPTS and Facilities." It's the only audio-visual course available specifically designed to help a programmer gain the skills and knowledge necessary to program in DOS/VS. It's current through Release 29.

Included in the course are: a thorough review of the conventional disk operating system and a step-by-step explanation of the dynamics of Virtual Storage; a complete discussion of DOS/VS differences; a comprehensive review of the Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM); and Programming and Performance Considerations.

Each audio-visual lesson is backed up by a student workbook, carefully developed so that the programmer learns at his own pace and retains maximum knowledge. The course is available on either film or video-tape for the special introductory price of only $950.

Call your nearest EDUTRONICS office or write for a demonstration of the new DOS/VS course. Today. You can get it only from EDUTRONICS...the people who make good programmers great.

See us at the NCC, booth #926.

Boston (617) 245-6980
Chicago (312) 787-1722
Dallas (214) 233-9166
Kansan City (816) 776-1333
Los Angeles (213) 390-7911

A Coleman American Company

New York (212) 421-4610
San Francisco (415) 989-0417
Toronto (416) 484-1992
Washington, D.C. (202) 233-2814
Winnipeg (204) 786-1434

Get it from EDUTRONICS systems international, inc.
3435 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. 64111
also in London and Paris

Color's the Key

At his own installation, Hitti stated, there is a board, updated daily, that lists the most recent commitments of the shop. The board either stays green or turns red depending on how well the shop is doing. And, Hitti said, "the DP manager's raises are based on how red or green the board gets.

The board serves as a communicator to the staff and how well we're performing," he added.

"Under no circumstances — whether real-time or batch — can you have very high levels of utilization without hurting response time or turnaround time," he noted.
Taking the Measure of Crime
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Technological developments as applied to law enforcement, security and crime prevention will form the basis of sessions at the 1974 Carnahan and International Crime Countermeasure Conference, April 16-19, at the University of Kentucky's Carnahan House.

Sessions will cover research and development of advanced sensor technologies, standards for law enforcement equipment, police systems and automatic vehicle monitoring.

Papers scheduled for presentation during an electronic data processing session include "Design and Application Considerations for Obtaining RF-technical Secure Areas;" "EDP Security through Positive Personal Identification;" and "Research and Development of Personal Identity Verification Systems."

Several papers by authorities from the UK will be presented, including: Technical Support Unit for the Police at Durham, England, and "Perimeter Intruder Detection System of Microwave Energy." Registration for the Conference is $150. Further details are available from John S. Jackson, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Kentucky, 40506.

Safeguarding Privacy
SAN FRANCISCO — "Law Enforcement Information Systems Management" will be the subject of a two-day workshop, sponsored by Continuing Education in Engineering and the College of Engineering, University of California, Berkeley.

Topics at the April 26-27 workshop will include experiences in implementing privacy and security controls; administrative and technical security measures taken in a large state law enforcement computer center; problems and prospects of national telecommunications networks and mobile computer terminals; specifications and guidelines in selecting equipment.

Use of outside contractors, legislation and policy trends and advanced computer applications will also be considered.

Featured speakers include Robert Gallati, former head of the New York State Identification and Intelligence System; Col. James Newman of the Kansas City (Mo.) Police Department; and William Herrmann of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.

World Symposium Set
SAN FRANCISCO — The second International Symposium on Criminal Justice Information and Statistics Systems, sponsored by Project Search and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, will be conducted April 30-May 2 at the Hotel St. Francis here.

Over 60 papers will be delivered on systems design, applications and evaluation.


Preliminary plans for the symposium include an address by Attorney General William Saxbe.

Further information is available from Thaddeus Numara, California Crime Technological Research Foundation, 7171 Bowling Drive, Suite 190, Sacramento, Calif. 95823.

EDUTRONICS
CICS is one of the great advances in software packages, and is becoming increasingly important to users of data base/data communications systems.

To help train programmers get the most from CICS, EDUTRONICS, in conjunction with the leading CICS consultants, has developed a unique audio-visual program called "CICS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING," it is a carefully designed, completely integrated overview of CICS and its operations. In either film or video tape, the new course covers all the components, relationships and interfaces created by CICS. Our student workbook paces the programmer through every element of CICS, insuring maximum interaction and retention of knowledge.

The new CICS course from EDUTRONICS is available immediately, with a special introductory price of only $1175.

Call your nearest EDUTRONICS office or write for a demonstration of the CICS course. It's available only from EDUTRONICS. The people who make good programmers great.

See us at the NCC, booth #926.

edutronics systems international, inc.
3435 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo. 64111
also in London and Paris

A Coleman American Company

Boston (617) 245-6980
Chicago (312) 787-1722
Dallas (214) 828-9944
Kansas City (816) 756-1333
Los Angeles (213) 380-7081
New York (212) 471-4610
San Francisco (415) 989-0417
Washington, D.C. (202) 223-2614
Toronto (416) 484-1992
Winnipeg (204) 786-1434

THE CICS OURO- VISION COURSE.
BEFORE YOU KNOW IT, IT'S BEFORE YOU.

Now's the time to make your plans to attend The Computer Caravan Computer Users' Forum and Exposition when it comes to a city near you.

Don't wait till the last minute. Now's the time to make sure your schedule includes a visit to the computer show that has already benefited more than 40,000 computer users in its first two years. Here are some of the details of our updated '74 program.
The Computer Users' Forums give you a unique opportunity to exchange information with other users and independent experts about current practical problems. Forums run from 9:00 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. each day, including an opening report, panel discussions, morning and afternoon workshops and luncheon. If you register in advance for the User-to-User Forums, you'll save $5 per day from the price at the door. If you attend all three days, you'll save $15, just for acting early. (Note that no advance registration is required if you attend the Exposition only).

Here are the Forum topics for '74:

First Day - Personal Computer Applications
Second Day - Data Communications Update
Third Day - Operations Management

Free afternoon sessions
Each day an important, current topic is discussed in an open afternoon session at 2:45 P.M. — free to all Caravan attendees. In 1974 we'll be looking at:

First Day - Source Data Automation Today
Second Day - Data Communications Update
Third Day - Operations Management

Check city

Registration at the door: $35 per day
Advance registration: $30 per day

For additional registrations, please copy this form.

THE FORUMS
user-to-user in '74

The whole Exposition is designed to let you get the facts you want from the people you want to see. And the people you want to see will be there. Here's a partial list of the companies that we'll be keeping on our '74 tour:


The Caravan has a total of 30 show days in ten cities, no one day is too crowded. From 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. each day, you'll have a unique chance to see and compare the latest EDP equipment and services in a pleasant, uncrowded exhibit hall. You'll see everything from complete systems, to independent peripherals, to software to terminals. And you'll be able to talk specifics about your problems and needs with knowledgeable representatives of leading EDP companies. Because The Caravan has the latest EDP equipment and services in a pleasant, uncrowded exhibit hall. You'll see everything from complete systems, to independent peripherals, to software to terminals. And you'll be able to talk specifics about your problems and needs with knowledgeable representatives of leading EDP companies. Because The Caravan has a total of 30 show days in ten cities, no one day is too crowded.

If you'd like to attend The Computers' Exhibits, just fill out the registration form and send it in as soon as possible. Remember, advance registration for the Forums saves you $5 per day. If you wish to attend only the Exposition, no advance registration is required. Just mark your calendar for the city and dates you want to attend and come to the location indicated in the complete schedule.

THE EXPOSITION
a business show, not show business

THE FORUM REGISTRATION USER-TO-USER IN '74
797 WASHINGTON STREET, NEWTON, MAss. 02160 (617) 965-5800
TO: FRANI BLACKLER, THE COMPUTER CARAVAN/’74
Please register me for the forum(s) indicated. I understand that this includes luncheon, workbook and admission to all three days of the Exposition. My check or purchase order is enclosed.

Name__________________________
Title__________________________
Company_____________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________
State_________________________Zip________

FUNCTION
01 Corporate Office
02 Data Processing & Operational Management
03 Manufacturing (other)
04 Information/Communications (except DP)
05 Manufacturing - DP
06 Manufacturing - Hardware/Software
07 Manufacturing - Systems/Equipment
08 Sales & Marketing
09 Data Processing
10 Federal, State, Local Government
11 Communications/Technical Publishing
12 Communications/Technical Printing
13 Other

INDUSTRY
01 Mining/Construction/Oil & Gas Refining
02 Manufacturing - Computer in data system hardware/software other associated mechanical devices
03 Manufacturing - DP
04 Utilities/Communication, Sales/Transportation
05 Wholesale/Retail
06 Finance/Insurance/Real Estate
07 DP/Software/Processing
08 Business Services (except DP)
09 Education/Medical/Legal
10 Federal, State and Local Government
11 Communications/Technical Publishing
12 Communications/Technical Printing
13 Other

Please circle one number in each category so that we may better serve you.
BEFORE YOU ORDER

CICS

Write or call for twenty excellent reasons why you should be a TASK/MASTER® user.

TASK/MASTER: a proprietary product of turnkey systems inc.

one eleven east avenue, norwalk, connecticut 06851
(203) 838-4581
Dennis G. Sisco—Marketing Manager

A Mini Stands Among Giants

By Robert L. Glass
Special to Computerworld
CENTRALIA, Wash. — In the middle of a pristine Pacific Northwest forest, where the only noise for miles around used to be the wind caressing the fir trees, sits a computer.

A Data General Nova 1200 is housed in a protective shed complete with its own power source. Its task? On-line monitoring... of tree growth!

Weyerhaeuser Co. is responsible for this odd-sounding, odder-looking application. If tree farming ever is really going to be farming — and not just seeding and harvesting — then there is much more to be learned about making trees grow.

So says Dr. Jim Woodman of Weyerhaeuser's Forestry Research Center here, who is responsible for the installation and the research program it supports. And to back his position, he cites the following points his project has established:

• Trees grow seasonally. The trees in his test plot obtained all their growth in March through September, none the rest of the year.
• The bright growth season is different than the circumference growth season.
• Trees shrink as well as grow. The test trees shrank during the day, grew at night; and they shrunk for weeks at a time during droughts.
• Fertilization, irrigation and thinning can mean more than double tree yields.

But why put a computer in the woods? Speed and accuracy, low operating costs (vs. manual methods), highly usable data (90% is typical; 70% used to be excellent); timing information; and the previously mentioned, and important, malfunction detection — these more than make up for the high initial cost of the computer, and its attendant shelter and power supply problems, Woodman says.

KOMAND:

THE number one software product line for 360/370

UTILIZATION & COSTING from

DAS users know that when we say "HASP", we don't mean we will run with HASP (just about any program will run with HASP). We mean we deal with the problem HASP presents. We do the same for ASP version 3 and VS.

Some of the key questions you should be able to answer are:

• How specifically are system resource costs distributed to jobs? As thoroughly as hardware vendors break down my charges? Are the same units consumed and charges summarized on account code structures suitable for distribution to users?
• Does the system prevent units consumed and charges summarized on account code structures from charging the user?
• (If yes) Are you charged for a tape, or a private disk, and never does a single EXCP, is the tape or disk charged for? [It should be!]

Can I differentially price TSO jobs?
Can I charge 140% of my base rate for high priority mid-day runs and 55% of my base rate for low priority mid-night runs? How many ways can I break down priority for this purpose?
Can I apply sliding charges for limited resources such as core or tape?
Can I charge for forms consumption?
Can I distribute any OS overheads, such as initiator and IOS functions, back to users, such as initiator and IOS functions? Equitably?
Can I apply minimum charges?
Can I establish a set of rates for CPU, core, etc. for each of my mainframes. Can I cause an entirely different set of rates to be applied to a selected group of users on that mainframe WITHOUT modifying the accounting software?
Can I have in “dirty up” my operating system to do daily costing [or cut down weekly or monthly “accounting system” overhead]?
Install Hooks to Catch Openings in Data Files

The authorization control problem has economic ramifications. The authorization data base needs to be built into the computer. In a large system, with innumerable data sets, personnel, programs and remote entry devices, it becomes an administrative nightmare to lay out various authorization combinations. The authorization possibilities are normally stored in what has been called an access matrix. In large systems this access matrix is sparse and immense. This leads to the interesting possibility of requiring an authorization computer many times larger than the computer that is supposed to do the processing.

Assuming selective authorization is a desirable property, how would one go about it in the absence of facilities provided by the vendor? One approach is to install hooks into the existing operating system to trap openings of data files. It is a relatively simple procedure to write code that analyzes certain data for read or write privileges by certain people, jobs or programs. This could be on a selective basis, so the overhead is kept at a minimum.

In addition, it is possible to trap and collect statistics on use of data. IBM's SMF (System Measurement Facility) can be used to develop reports on a current basis that print out usage of important or sensitive data by certain people, jobs, user name, accounting parameter field, date, time and other parameters.

There are numerous procedural mechanisms one can install to help limit use and access of data. The first is that of change control. Whenever a data format is changed, a program is altered, a system configuration is changed or new processes are developed, it is essential that such changes are documented.

### Part VIII: Access & Audit

Authorized by appropriate management and controlled closely. No device, terminal, program, data set or file should have the same name. If this principle is rigidly followed, change control procedures appropriate to any application can be easily installed and monitored.

A viable data processing standard programs, an organizationally distinct quality control unit, and a central point for the placing of well-tested production programs on the system will do wonders for security and control.

Audit of data processing is achieving high viability. The results of either internal or external DU audits can be used to define and plug security loopholes in the system.

Recurring security audits should be accomplished periodically. Such audits would look at the entire information system and its use regarding adequacy of controls, levels of risks, exposures and compliance with defined standards and procedures. Even though there is a possibility of some loss of independence, it is a good idea to get computer security specialists involved with the audit function in the development of audit plans, review of the security programs, and in the actual audit.

Peter Brown is manager of the security operation, General Electric, Information Services Division, Bethelnda, Md.
Future 'Peripherals' to Be Integrated Into CPU
By E. Drake Lundell Jr.

SAN FRANCISCO — Peripherals as they are known today are definitely on their way out. In the future, peripheral equipment will be integrated into mainframes as terminal devices in the field assume more intelligence.

That was the word from IBM's chief scientist Lewis M. Branscomb speaking at the recent Comcon '74 meeting here of the IEEE Computer Society.

"Today's machine room subsystems which can be functionally integrated into the central storage and processing system will become transparent to the user and no longer 'peripherals,'" he predicted.

In addition, "hardware-controlled storage hierarchies will strongly influence system architecture thinking," he noted.

"Specifically, system structures which take these matters into account will make traditional peripheral wheelhouses such as strips, drums, disks and tapes out of the planetary coupling mode of classic computer structures into the nucleus of the data handling system," he added.

Branscomb also pushed the magnetic bubble memory idea as "an example of new technology with promise for the future.

"The [bubble] technology offers a wide range of possible device configurations, with the potential of sustained improvements in device properties," he said, adding that the first encroachment by bubbles on the traditional disk market should occur in the small file area.

Can Data Entry Keep Up?

The increasing amount of digital storage capabilities in future systems, however, raises the question of whether data entry will keep up with the vanishing appetite of storage." Branscomb said.

"This issue, particularly important since data entry represents an increasing fraction of data processing costs, as computers are increasingly applied to the management of large data bases and information systems," he said.

Because of this, he said, future data entry systems will rely less on keystroking and will turn more to scanning devices and possibly even speech recognition in limited application areas.

"Another highly important area of data entry," he added, "involves sensor-based systems. Just as we now have terminals serving as one man-machine interface, there will be an increasing number of 'terminals' designed as an interface between the computer system and the physical world, with various hybrids in between (e.g., a cash-dispensing bank terminal)."

In the printing area, "non-impact technologies will play an increasingly important role," he said, noting that the matrix approach to printing offers several distinct advantages over other approaches under consideration.

Burroughs Nets Swift Award
DETOUR — Burroughs Corp., has received an order from the Society for the Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT) for equipment valued at over $6 million to be used in a new international telecommunications network.

Burroughs will supply two dual processor B3700s, four data communications processors and 14 data concentrators.

The Society was organized to provide its 246-member banks with a private system for transmitting payments and other international banking messages.

Amplex Realins Divisions
REDWOOD CITY, Calif. — Amplex Corp. has announced the tape and disk operations from the core and semiconductor operations with the creation of two new divisions.

The new divisions, which reflect a "new corporate directional alignment," are the Memory Products Division and the Data Products Division, replacing the instrumentation and computer products divisions.

The core and semiconductor operation will be handled by the Memory Products Division, while tape and disk fall under the Data Products Division.

Informatics OKs Merger
CANDORA PARK, Calif. — Informatics, Inc., shareholders have approved the merger of Equitable Computer Corp., with Informatics. Upon completion, Informatics will become an indirect subsidiary of The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the U.S.

Supershorts
Honeywell has topped the $1 billion mark in orders for its Series 6000 equipment.

Hazeltine Corp. has installed its 10,000th Hazeltine 2000 video display terminal.

For contest buffs — win a tour of the Interdata plant or $1,000 for the best ad idea for the company's Model 7/32 mini-computer.

NCR has opened an automated service parts center in Peachee City, Ga. The plant is designed to facilitate delivery of parts around the world within eight hours of receipt of order.

Univac has begun marketing direct in Puerto Rico with the acquisition of its distributor, Casa Lee Computers, Inc.

National Semiconductor Corp. has formed a memory systems group to design, test and build custom semiconductor memories.

Available Now!

Trendata Model 1000 Communication Station replaces IBM 3741

For IBM 704/709 and 7090.

Available from

An Applied Magnetics Company

610 Palomar, Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 *(408) 732-1790

Write or call for full information

Direct replacements for IBM 2741 terminals

- Enhanced performance at lower cost
- Rugged and reliable, with heavy duty I-O type Selectric
- Human-engineered for operator comfort and efficiency
- Fully plug-compatible with IBM
- Prompt delivery (30 days)
- Baked in reliability nationwide service
- Built-in dual switchable modems (optional)
- Optional copyholder, work area, utility shelves
- Acceptability proven by many major accounts

Computer Industry
When you need 3M's help, we'll call out the whole clan.

When you use "Scotch" computer tapes and disk packs, you get the combined skill and dedication of more than 1000 special people. The 3M Clan. People who have led the industry with innovations in computer media technology, starting with the development of the first computer tape in 1953. A clan which stands behind its products with one of the largest and most extensive groups of technical sales representatives in computer media. People who thrive on assisting. People who will go to any length to solve a customer's problem. The Data Recording Products Division of 3M. A proud clan.

"Scotch" is a registered trademark of 3M Company.
Centralized Programming Grows

By Marvin Smallheier

Centralized Programming Grows

Stronger Software Industry Seen

Shukan.

Who can sell computers in Japan?

In Japanese it's called Shukan Computer and in English, it means "Computer Weekly." Whatever you call it, Computerworld's new sister publication is an excellent vehicle for selling EDP products and services in the large and expanding Japanese EDP market. Here are some of the reasons why.

Shukan Computer is a joint venture of Computerworld and Dempa Publications, the leading Japanese publisher of electronics information services. With the combined resources of the two companies, Shukan has the largest news-gathering organization of its kind in the world.

Shukan Computer is the only weekly publication for the fast-growing Japanese computers industry.

Initial circulation is guaranteed at 35,000, divided about 80% to end-users and 20% to the computer industry. Circulation development methods currently under way are the same as those which grew Computerworld's highest paid circulation in its field in less than two years.

Shukan is your line to the action in the world's largest growing EDP market. The Japanese Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) has made the following 1976 forecast: 39,000 general-purpose systems installed, up from 12,577 in 1971. 11,000 mainframe systems installed, up from 1,070 in 1971, and 3,000 industrial systems installed, up from 1,086 in 1971.

Strong growth likely. The latest report of general-purpose systems revealed that there were 14,806 systems installed as of September 1972: a one-year gain of 3,569 units and $911 million installed value, a growth of 31.7% and 27.1% respectively. And more than 76% of these new systems were American made.

It is true that there are import restrictions. But Japanese vendors and users can get permission to import almost anything they want and need. As a result, 1972 imports were over $360 million.

Advertising in Shukan is easy. With Computerworld representatives across the U.S. to assist you, it's easy to place space in Shukan. For a small fee, we can translate and type set your ad from English to Japanese. To get more facts, just send in the coupon to assist you, it's easy to place space in Shukan.
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Dearborn Completes 360 Portfolio Sale

HOUSTON — Dearborn-Storm has completed the sale of its IBM 360 portfolio to a group of private investors for $17 million in cash.

The new company, Dearborn Computer Leasing Co., will continue with the same management and staff which previously operated Dearborn-Storm's Computer Leasing Division.

There are no changes in leases, noted controller Ira Levy.

The portfolio sale has significantly improved Dearborn-Storm's financial position and earnings opportunities, according to Arthur Weiss, chairman and chief executive officer.

Under the Itel plan to divest itself of its 360 portfolio, users may acquire their 360s at the end of their leases. Itel has established a net locked-in receivable, or the amount it must receive as of the end of 1975 on each machine, based on the age of the machine when Itel acquired it and earnings opportunities.

Each price is individual, Lussier stressed, depending on these factors. The firm is writing 18- to 24-month leases, as it has agreed with its accountants to write off its inventory by the end of 1975.

In 1973, according to estimates, there were 250 158s shipped, and this will reach 550 by 1974, while shipments of 168s will jump from 70 in 1973 to 175 in 1974, he noted.

In the memory line, Itel will bring out an AMS memory for the 158 this spring, and a memory for the 168 later in the year. Lussier noted that DP would be a tough business if all a firm was doing was trying to be compatible with IBM. "I'm glad we're not in the manufacturing business," he added.

Orders & Installations

New York University Computer Center has leased two 658-word ARM-1108 memory units from Ampex Corp. for its Univac last year. Any additional loss — or profit — on the disposition of the 306s will be shown at the end of 1975.

No Slackening

Itel sees a considerable market in 370/158s and 168s for this year for full payout leases. Most of these leases are for eight years. Lussier said he sees no slackening in 1974 in these long-term leases.

Bank Clearinghouse

Expands With B6700

NEW YORK — The New York Clearing House Association has installed a Burroughs B6700 in the third expansion of the organization's communications network to handle a growing volume of interbank money transfers.

The Clearing House Interbank Payments System currently handles interbank transactions of $40 billion to $50 billion a day. The B-650 will assume work being performed by two B-350s which store and release payment messages and process interbank book transfers. The system includes 99 Burroughs TC 500 terminals.

Orders & Installations

New York University Computer Center has leased two 658-word ARM-1108 memory units from Ampex Corp. for its Univac 1108.

The Research Corp. (TRC) of New England has leased a Xerox 530 for environmental research and business data processing.

Supplementary, my dear advertiser.

In-Depth Reports on important subjects in selected 1974 Issues of Computerworld.
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DPF 6- to 60-Month Lease Gives 360s Lift

By Vic Farnen

HARTFORD, Conn. — With the announcement that DPF's lease term will be extended to 60-month lease last week the firm confirmed its philosophy of handholding with users to keep its 360 installed base viable.

The Flexi Leasing plan, DPF is working on include an adaptation of technical developments in its line controller "because the independent peripherals, systems, and software enhancements almost continually so the user doesn't feel tied down to any specific IBM configuration.

As part of the handholding, DPF supplies system design analysis and evaluations using hardware and software monitors that will give the user as efficient a system as he can get, according to Michael J. Creedon, vice-president, marketing.

DPF is positive of the cost performance of the 360 line, and is willing to offer the short-term lease to prove the 360 has the capabilities the user needs. And if the user outgrows the 360 line, DPF will also install a 370 system.

In a sense the lease will allow the user to get a progressively growing system as he needs it without having to install a larger system than he presently needs because of anticipated future needs.

The turnaround for system changes may be as little as six months, Creedon said.

Some of the independent technical developments DPF is working on include an adaptation of an 80-column type disk drive for a Model 30, and several software enhancements.

Creedon said these studies have shown most users can get higher throughout and performance by using faster memory and higher-speed tapes and disks.

DPF is also working on a package to convert Model 20 RPG I programs to DOS Model 30 RPG II.

For the users operating their Model 30 in single partition DOS, "we can add Edos from The Computer Software Co. and additional memory to convert to multipartition operation."

On performance measuring, DPF will work with a user to determine his needs, either with its own monitors or through the use of Boole and Babbage help.

"Our object is not so much to sell the user a product but to come up with alternatives and suggestions the user can select to get an understanding of what improvements can do for him," he said.

CDC to Sell MTI Add-Ons for 370s

SUDbury, Mass. — Control Data Corp. has included Memory Technology, Inc. (MTI) add-on memories in its line of IBM 370 peripherals. Under a nonexclusive arrangement, CDC has bought MTI's installed base of 370 add-on systems and will purchase and market additional units. CDC also handles memories made by Advanced Memory Systems.

CDC will include the MTI units as part of its disk drive line, providing field maintenance, spare parts and field technical support for all MTI-installed units, an MTI spokesman said.

CDC is purchasing MDS semiconductor units for the 145, 155 and 165 and the contract calls for 135 and 158 and 168 systems in the future. The contract is "a major step in our efforts toward making Memory Technology a significant OEM supplier of computer products ... from complete memory systems and special memory devices to memory components," observed MTI President John J. Marino.

Randolph... your neighborhood computer leasing company.

With offices in thirteen cities, Randolph backs up its IBM S/360 and IBM S/370 leases promptly with unique customer support services. For details, call Randolph... your neighborhood computer leasing company.

The facts in these books are fascinating. Among other things they contain are:

• IBM's own analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of 370 models against the competition. (Your Software and Hardware experts both need this information.)

• The descriptions of the planned enhancements for System 370's — and the dates new models are involved. (Your Financial man needs this to help with Rental/Purchase decisions.)

• IBM's plans for the 'death' and replacement of 370 models — and data about their successors. (A unique feature that everyone should read and understand.)

• IBM's use of error-containing hardware for part of the 370 line — hardware that was supposed to be scrapped.

• And much more.

Please send me the following set(s) of The IBM 370 Papers published by

Alan Taylor Associates. Our check or purchase order is enclosed.

NEW, SPECIAL PRICE WHEN YOU ORDER A COMPLETE 4-VOLUME SET — Including System 370/135, 370/145, 370/155 and 370/165 —

List Price $120.00

New, special price — $72.00

Number of sets ——— times $72.00 equals total price for sets:

Individual copy orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume III, System 370/155</td>
<td>Volume IV, System 370/165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total ordered @ $30 each. If 2 or more, take 20% discount. (Minimum = any copies)

Send to: Dept. RJ, Computerworld, 797 Washington Street, Newton, Mass. 02160 (No books can be sent without check or purchase order)

Please send me the following set(s) of The IBM 370 Papers published by

Alan Taylor Associates. Our check or purchase order is enclosed.

NEW, SPECIAL PRICE WHEN YOU ORDER A COMPLETE 4-VOLUME SET — Including System 370/135, 370/145, 370/155 and 370/165 —

List Price $120.00

New, special price — $72.00

Number of sets ——— times $72.00 equals total price for sets:

Individual copy orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume III, System 370/155</td>
<td>Volume IV, System 370/165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total ordered @ $30 each. If 2 or more, take 20% discount. (Minimum = any copies)

Send to: Dept. RJ, Computerworld, 797 Washington Street, Newton, Mass. 02160 (No books can be sent without check or purchase order)
If you'd like to know more about Audit, Privacy and Security in Data Processing Systems, vote 'yes' below.

Auditing, privacy and security are important problems for most EDP installations today. And this proposed new seminar will cover all three—in a concentrated 2½-day session. If response is sufficient, we'll be conducting the seminar in one or more cities in June, 1974. The course will cover several key areas:

Topics to be covered in this comprehensive seminar include the following:

- Who is responsible for computer room security?
- Who is responsible for data security?
- How to protect data from unauthorized acquisition, modification and destruction.
- How to preclude unauthorized users.
- Types of identification methods for terminals and users.
- Authorization methods for programs and data—including software controls and lockout features.
- Real-time surveillance to detect violations.
- Cryptography.
- Recovery techniques for real-time systems.
- Controlling data transmission.
- The changing role of the auditor.

Joe Wasserman will be the seminar leader.

Mr. Wasserman is president of Computer Audit Systems, Inc., and a recognized leader in this field. He is one of the first people to specialize in this area, having started over 15 years ago with the Bell System. He has been widely quoted by leading newspapers, including The Wall Street Journal and New York Times, and has written several articles in the security field. He is a Certified Internal Auditor.

Mr. Wasserman will lead the seminar and coordinate presentations of several other experts in various aspects of the security field.

Free Resource Notebook for all participants
A complete Resource Notebook will be used throughout the seminar and will become a valuable continuing reference work for all participants.

Who Should Attend?
If you have anything to do with the security, privacy or auditing of a data processing installation, this seminar can be of great value in your work in this complex, but increasingly important area. It will help your installation, your company and your own performance.

Vote now, enroll later
Your vote on the coupon below will give us an indication of the demand for this seminar in several cities. Your vote does not obligate you in any way, but it will put your name on our mailing list. When plans are completed, you will receive a complete brochure and seminar registration form. If you're interested, don't delay. The seminar offering depends on your response today. We anticipate that the total fee for the seminar will be $325, including the resource notebook.

To: Walter Boyd, Computerworld, 779 Washington Street, Newton, Mass. 02160

☑ Yes. I'm interested in your proposed seminar on Audit, Privacy and Security in Data Processing Systems. Please send me complete details when plans have been completed.

If the seminars are held in June, I believe I would attend in the following city:

☐ New York ☐ Chicago ☐ Los Angeles

Name __________________________ Title __________________________
Company ________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ________ Zip __________________________

IBM Price Hikes Reach UK Users

LONDON — Users of IBM DP equipment in the UK have been hit with price increases, and others are on the way. Many of the increases were announced in 1972 but were frozen because of the government's Phase One regulations, noted Fred Clarke, IBM UK's director of data processing.

On Feb. 21, increases of up to 10.5% were levied on purchased equipment. However, the increases do not apply to units shipped within six months of that date.

Rental increases generally occur in two stages: March 1 and Aug. 21. For example, rental on a typical 370/158 rose 0.5% on March 1 and will rise 7.5% Aug. 21. Rental on a System 370 will not increase until Aug. 21, when it will jump 7%.

Maintenance charges on purchased equipment are being increased up to 25% in two stages: as of March 1, generally 15%, and the remainder as of May 21.

Other charges are also being raised. Program products will go up as much as 76% as of May 21. Education courses will cost 20% more after April 1.

ICL Gets First Order For NewRange System

BATH, England — Bath University has ordered a P4, the first of International Computer Ltd.'s New Range computers, according to a report in Computer Weekly.

The unit will service Bath, Bristol and Exeter Universities and will be linked with the Cardfit Joint Computer Center, which serves three other institutions.

The P4 will be linked with a Control Data Corp. 1700 as part of the present System 4 network, which includes an ICL 4/75 at Bristol, a 4/70 at Cardiff and 4/50 at Bath and Exeter.

Two U.S. Firms to Share Canadian Network Contract

MONTREAL — Two American firms, Interdata, Inc. and Sanders Associates, Inc., will share in the $17.5 million contract let to CAE Electronics Ltd., a Cana- dian firm, for the trans-Canadian air traffic control network called Jets (Joint Enroute Terminal System).

Interdata of Canada, Ltd. has received a contract to provide more than 200 Model 70 minicomputers valued at more than $2.5 million over the next three years.

Initially the units will be made in the U.S., but the firm will begin manufacturing subsystems at Mississauga in the second quarter of this year.

Sanders will supply the first two display subsystems, which will then be manufactured by CAE. Sanders will continue to make the indicator modules.

The contract to CAE is the first part of a three-phase, $65.9 million project under which CAE will build a simulator, a pre-production development system, an air traffic control network, several area control systems and two terminal control systems.

Singer Business Machines Expects Good Year in UK

LONDON — Singer Business Machines is expecting a good year in the UK.

Mike Burton, marketing chief, is predicting a 40% increase in the company's revenues in 1974 compared with 1973, according to an article in Computer Weekly.

Retail terminals, he estimated, should comprise about 30% of the total orders placed this year.
Position Announcements

SENIOR FIELD ENGINEER

GRAHAM MAGNETICS, INC. is presently seeking a SENIOR FIELD ENGINEER, to provide technical support for a National Sales Staff. Individual will handle customer relations in a technical capacity and conduct major sales of competitive products. A minimum of two years' experience as a field engineer for a major computer company is preferred. If your experience and career goals meet the above requirements, forward resume to John H. Taylor, Supplies Manager, 11500 W. Bluemound Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226. GRAHAM MAGNETICS, INC. is one of the world leaders in the Data Processing Industry. We offer a complete package of benefits, including profit-sharing, vacations, hospitalization and life insurance. GMI is located in the North Texas Lake Country where family living is at its best.

Send Resume and Salary History to: Personnel Dept., GRAHAM MAGNETICS, INC., 11500 W. Bluemound Road, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYST

Expanding 500 bed Medical Center in N.W. Florida desires experienced Analysts with working knowledge of Financial and medical applications. 1-3 years systems design for 3rd Gen. Hardware required. Must have ability to communicate effectively at all levels with proven record of problem solving. Career positions offer competitive salary/benefits package with real challenge in the dynamic Health Care field. Send resume including salary, history and requirements to: TALLAHASSEE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT, TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 32303

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CONSOLIDATED COMPUTER, INC.

We are seeking an experienced technical executive to direct our hardware systems development program, bus project concept, through design and development, to product acceptance. The candidate must be fully conversant with the technology of the markets we serve. This position is primarily concerned with the organization and direction of research and development activities, including systems requirements analysis, design and development, to product acceptance. The position will lead project teams from conception to final product release. This is a key position with responsibility for the technical direction of our systems development division. The candidate will function as a mentor to other technical staff, guiding and motivating the technical team toward the achievement of the division's goals. Responsibilities include the following:

- A technical degree (M.S. or Ph.D.) in Electrical Engineering or Computer Science.
- Extensive experience in the direction of high performance computer systems development, with a strong emphasis in systems design and development.
- Proficiency in the analysis, design and implementation of computer systems, including digital and communication systems.

Address resume in confidence to: Work. 4201 Lancaster Rd., Ottawa, Ontario K1B4L5. We are an Equal Opportunity Employer.

CONSOLIDATED COMPUTER, INC.

Computerworld
Sales Offices

Vice President—Marketing: Neal Wilder. Sales Administrator: Dottie Travis. Computerworld, 797 Washington St., Newton, Massachusetts 02160. Tel: (617) 965-5800.

Earnings Position

Northern Regional Manager: Robert Ziegler. Account Manager: Mike Burman. Computerworld, 797 Washington St., Newton, Massachusetts 02160. Tel: (617) 965-5800.


Los Angeles Area: Bob Byrne. Robert Byrne & Assoc., 1541 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90024. Tel: (213) 477-4208.


computer professionals
ask any edp manager which personnel agencies he prefers.

Most of them will tell you that they prefer to work with ESP Associates Agency, the top professionals specialties in the field. And these managers prove it every day. They give us far more computer career opportunities than you could find elsewhere. So, whether you want to advance your career in your own city or to relocate... simply contact our office nearest to you. We'll show you a whole new world of career opportunities!
Customer Service Engineers

Applications are invited for a faculty position as an Associate Professor of Engineering in the Electrical Design Program. The successful applicant will be expected to develop and teach introductory courses in electrical design and to work closely with the Industrial Design Program. The Electrical Design Program is a four-year undergraduate program in electrical engineering, with a strong emphasis on graphics and CAD. Applications are invited from women and members of minority groups. Dartmouth College is an Equal Opportunity Employer and encourages applications from women and members of minority groups.

Dartmouth College is an Equal Opportunity Employer and encourages applications from women and members of minority groups.

SALESworld, INC.

SALESworld is a national representative for products of Systems Development, Mark-IV, and others. We are currently seeking experienced applications of sales and marketing staff for the following positions. For those interested, we would be willing to share our knowledge of the field with you. If you are interested, please fill out the form and return it to us. If you have any questions, please contact us.

Sales Engineer $25-26,000 Southfield, Michigan 48075

MARKETING REP $16-18,000 (713) 681-8485

SALES ENGINEER $27-30,000 DALLAS

MARKETING REP $28-30,000 CLEVELAND

BRANCH MANAGER $35-40,000

SALES $28-30,000 DETROIT

MARKETING REP $16-18,000 LOS ANGELES

SALES $28-30,000 LOS ANGELES

MARKETING REP $16-18,000

Computer Communications

Telenet Communications Corporation, with the technical and financial support of its parent company — Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. (BBN), a multi-million dollar R&D firm — is building a nationwide data communications network employing the packet-switching technology developed by BBN for DOD's ARPA/NET. Two executive positions, located in Washington, D.C. offer outstanding opportunities for growth with Telenet.

Executive Vice President

Must be an experienced operating manager who has had profit and loss responsibility for a computer operations company. Knowledge of both computer systems and management is required.

V.P. Sales

Will develop marketing strategy, establish a national direct sales force and personally sell the data communications service. Must be familiar with commercial data communication services and have had a notable record in sales management.

Please send your resume to:

Mr. Michael Nacey
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.
50 Mountain Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

an equal opportunity employer

CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE

FOR ADVERTISERS who do not wish their names or addresses to appear in their ads, Computerworld offers a confidential box service. To take advantage of this service, simply state in your initial order that you would like a "blind" ad. Computerworld will then assign your ad a box number and forward all replies. The cost for this service is only $1 per ad per insertion, no matter how many replies are received.

FOR RESPONDENTS who hesitate to reply to a "blind" ad because there are certain companies or individuals or firms to whom you do not want to reply, Computerworld offers a screening service at no cost. To take advantage of this screening service, simply address your reply to the box number specified in the box. Computerworld will mail a separate list of such names, and put both in another envelope addressed to Confidential Box Service, Computerworld Advertising Department, 797 Washington Street, Newton, Mass. 02160.

SUPERVISOR — SYSTEMS & PROGRAMMING

Key position in Bag Division Systems for a person interested in supervising all new applications and directing a staff of Programmer-Analysts. Included is the installation of an on-line real-time manufacturing information system using an IBM 370/158 under OS/VS/VM with CTR. Requires a degree in CISC, ANS COBOL, and manufacturing systems experience preferably at project leader level. Expand Corporate Systems Provide good advancement opportunities. Position located in historic Savannah with very desirable recreational and residential facilities.

Send responses in confidence to B. L. Butler
P.O. Box 570, Savannah, Georgia 31402

An equal opportunity employer.
When you're the Top Cat in Add-On Memory, you never stop improving the breed.

And at CIG, that means people.

Sure, we're a profitable Amex Corporation with sales in the $20 million area. And we've got more happy 360/370, and Univac memory customers than anyone else in the business (over 650 at last count). We've got exciting products, too. Like our 370 semiconductor memory, for example. But CIG knows that good people got us where we are. And more good people will get us where we're going (and we're not moving slow!) So if you think you might be the CIG BREED, check us out. Then write us.

MARTKETING

PRODUCT MANAGER - MEMORY - Responsible for field support, technical and marketing services for IBM and Univac add-on memory products. Six figure budget. Knowledge of IBM configurations required. Connecticut location.

FIELD SERVICE
Product Specialist - Channels - Knowledge of IBM 360/65, 2960, 2670, 2980 channels. Ability to train others. Top technical spot in Southern California.
Product Specialist - 370 Systems - In-depth knowledge of 370/135, 145, 155, 165. Ability to instruct others. Any location OK.
Regional/ Area Specialists and Managers - IBM or Univac experience. Knowledge of memory, disk or tape plus a plus. Openings in Chicago, Wash., D.C., L.A., Mid West and other areas.

Data Communications Sales & Lease/Communications Equipment/Teleprinters and Modems
For National Electronics Firm in...

1. Ohio
2. Southwest

Send resume and current lines handled.

244 Peachtree Blvd.
Atlanta, Ga. 30303

HUGHES
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Ground Systems Group
1901 W. Malvern Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92634

CIG
CIG COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC./CIG COMPUTER SERVICE, INC.
Subsidiaries of Computer Investors Group Inc.
1351 Washington Blvd., Stamford, Conn. 06902 (203) 359-2100
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COMPUTERWORLD

POSITION ANNOUNCEMENTS

SYSTEMS ENGINEER
WITH
TOP PROGRAMMING SKILLS
Salary range approximately $17,000 – 20,000. Job responsibility requires excellent computer program-
ning skills as well as abilities to estimate and control programming tasks and to interact successfully with-
clients.

Rath & Strong, Inc. is a long-established management consulting firm with offices in Boston, Chicago, and West Coast areas. Client locations often require travel.

Must be skilled with BOMP or DROMP, 360/370 assembler. Other valuable skills: ANSI COBOL, TOTAL, SYS 3, MRP, IRP.

Please send resume, salary history and requirements to:

Mrs. Campbell
21 Worthen Road
Lexington, MA 02173

If you're interested in:

Product Specialist -channels
Product Specialist -Interconnect

Please send resume to:

Mr. J.E. Tenney
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Ground Systems Group
1901 W. Malvern Ave.
Fullerton, CA 92634
The text on the page contains advertisements for various types of computer equipment and services. The ads include details about memory availability, leasing options, and general information about the products and services offered by different companies. The text is structured in a way that makes it easy to read and understand the offerings of each company.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BUY SELL SWAP</strong></th>
<th><strong>BUY SELL SWAP</strong></th>
<th><strong>BUY SELL SWAP</strong></th>
<th><strong>BUY SELL SWAP</strong></th>
<th><strong>BUY SELL SWAP</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOR SALE OR LEASE REASONABLY PRICED</strong></td>
<td><strong>SALE/LEASE</strong></td>
<td><strong>CALCOMP</strong></td>
<td><strong>OPEN TO BUY MINIS</strong></td>
<td><strong>AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORP.</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIVAC 1108/65K CORE</strong></td>
<td><strong>360/20S</strong></td>
<td><strong>PLOTTING SYSTEMS</strong></td>
<td><strong>DEC-HONEYWELL</strong></td>
<td><strong>P.O. Box 68, Kenmore Station</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AVAILABLE WITH OR WITHOUT PERIPHERALS, INCLUDING V87 CORE DRIVES, 432 DRUMS, PRINTER, AND NECESSARY CONTROLLERS.</strong></td>
<td><strong>360/20S</strong></td>
<td><strong>ATTRACTIVE SAVINGS</strong></td>
<td><strong>Data General</strong></td>
<td><strong>Boston, Mass. 02215</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CW Box 3997</strong></td>
<td><strong>360/20S</strong>, <strong>360/30S</strong>, <strong>1403-2</strong></td>
<td><strong>DRUMS, FLATBEDS</strong></td>
<td><strong>HP-SEL-IBM</strong></td>
<td><strong>TX: 710-321-6388</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>797 Washington Street</strong></td>
<td><strong>FOR SALE</strong></td>
<td><strong>TAPE DRIVES</strong></td>
<td><strong>IBM</strong></td>
<td><strong>member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Newton, Mass. 02160</strong></td>
<td><strong>FOR LEASE</strong></td>
<td><strong>FOR SALE, LEASE OR RENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>SYSTEM 3'S</strong></td>
<td><strong>P.O. Box 17116</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE WANT TO BUY</strong></td>
<td><strong>itecta, Md.</strong></td>
<td><strong>SYSTEM 3'S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Memphis, Tennessee 38117</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>360/20/30</strong>, <strong>360/30/50</strong></td>
<td><strong>ALL PERIPHERALS AND UNIT RECORD EQUIPMENT.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>(901) 767-9130</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SYSTEM 3'S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>&quot;MEMBER COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION&quot;</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE PURCHASE 360/20/30</strong></td>
<td><strong>ECONOM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>P.O. Box 3997</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WE LEASE &amp; SELL 360/20/30</strong></td>
<td><strong>BUY—SELL—LEASE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>797 Washington Street</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THIS WEEK 360/20 SPECIALS: Bi-Synch</strong></td>
<td><strong>BUILD—SELL—LEASE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Newton, Mass. 02160</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>We sell FOR SALE OR LEASE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORPORATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>360/20S, 360/30S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>BUY, SELL, LEASE</strong></td>
<td><strong>P.O. Box 68, KENMORE STATION, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02215</strong></td>
<td><strong>SAME DAY SHIPPING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>360/20S, 360/30S, 1403-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>FOR SALE</strong></td>
<td><strong>TX: 710-321-6388</strong></td>
<td><strong>(617) 261-1100</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>360/30/50</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>LEASE OR RENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>member COMPUTER DEALERS ASSOCIATION</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WANT TO BUY
IBM 370/165
call
J.E. Goodman
Director of Purchasing
ECONOMIC, INC.
855 Ridge Lake Blvd.
Memphis, Tennessee
(901) 767-9130
Subsidiary Cook Industries, Inc.

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE LEASE
360 Model 40
Any one size, CPU or complete system including I/O set
For an immediate quote call
Sid Whiting
Director of Computer Marketing
(617) 266-4950
Bancroft Leasing Corporation
125 Lexington Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Subsidiary of Southern Electronics

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
IBM 1627 PLOTTER
complete system including |/O set
San Jose, California 95113

Bureau of Business Practice
Bankers Leasing Corporation
Honeywell Memory 64K
Marion, Mass. 02738

Interfinancial Systems, Inc.
IMMEDIATE LEASE
Waterford, Conn. 06385

FOR SALE
The Sippican Corp.
12 South First Street
Barnabas Rd.
Newton, Mass. 02160
W/ 3237, 4427, 6980
(617) 748-1160

FOR SALE
Rometan Industries
1255 Boylston Street
(617) 592-4065

FOR SALE
DATA RENTALS INC.
Write or Call for Free Brochure
(213) 559-3822

FOR OUTRIGHT SALE
IBM 1800 SYSTEM
Call or write:
C.R. Williams
Beloit College
Beloit, Wisconsin 53511

FOR OUTRIGHT SALE
COMPUTER PROGRAM
GUARANTEED FULLY TESTED
"Comprehensive File Maintenance System"
SUITABLE FOR:
LIST MAINTENANCE
CIRCULATION FULFILMENT
MAIL ORDER FULFILMENT
Send for Prices and Specifications at
ALL TYPE DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
13560 Hoffman Ave.
Lakewood, Calif. 90713

FOR SALE
IBM 250/25 SYSTEM FOR SUBLEASE
24K Core 1962
1403-7 2540-1
2311 (4) Disk Packs (2)
$3,500/mon. (Excl. Maint.)
Dec '74 to Sept '77
Contact C.F. Rudy
COPIUS ENGR. CORP.
364 Park Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 756-7839

The State of Oregon Department of General Services will be declaring the following computer equipment as surplus on April 1, 1974.

1. IBM 1419
   (a) 2111 Model 3 Proc. Unit SN.
   (b) 1407 Model 1 Input/Output Controller SN.
   (c) 1415 Model 5 Control Unit SN.
   (d) 1440 Model H. Processor Unit SN.
   (e) 1465 Model 7 Printer Keyboard SN.
   (f) 1466 Model 8 Console Typerwriter SN.
   (g) 1484 Model 2 Mag Tape Unit SN.
   (h) 2511 Direct Access Storage Facility as follows:
       1) 2511 Storage Control Unit SN.
       2) 2512 Direct Memory Unit SN.
       3) 2513 Direct Disk Storage Unit SN.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY
All Calcomp 2514 Type Disks
Honeywell Memory 46K

FOR SALE
IBM 230/373T
IBM 2848 Conv.
We Buy All
Honeywell Equipment
Please Call Us
Honeywell Computer Systems, Inc.
3558 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif. 90028
(213) 446-7341

WANTED
3 2311 DISKS
1 2841 CONT.
IBM Maint.
April 1

FOR SALE
3 2311 DISKS
2 2841 CONT.
IBM Maint.
April 1

FOR SALE
IBM 1627 PLOTTER
MODEL 1
Available Immediately
Call or Write
John Sullivan
The Sippican Corp.
Cambridge Rd.
Marion, Mass. 02738
(617) 748-1160

Honeywell 2200
For Sale by Owner
20211/10, 58E, 115, 3117, 3221, 1100, 2323
2133 Interval Timer
071 Interval Selector
231/6 Time of day clock
2 x 2038 M.C.T. Controllers
12 x 2048 Magnetic Tapes
2571 Disk Control
4 x 259 Disk Drives
2 x 2590 P.Y. Readers
3 x 210 P.Y. Punch Printers
2 x 232 12 Extra P.P.
Available August/October 1974
Honeywell Maintained
Offers to Owner
CW Box No. 4056
797 Washington St.
Newton, Mass. 02160

UNIT RECORD EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
FOR SALE
All Models EAM, rebuilt, refurbished, for immediate delivery on
IBM Maintenance.
WANT TO PURCHASE
Key punchers, Verifiers, Sorters, Cymatics, Peripheral Equipment,
etc.
Contact: Jordan Halper
HALPER
COMPUTER SALES CO.
13 West 46th Street
New York, N.Y. 10018
(212) 920-6859

IBM 360/25 SYSTEM FOR SUBLEASE
24K Core 1962
1403-7 2540-1
2311 (4) Disk Packs (2)
$3,500/mon. (Excl. Maint.)
Dec '74 to Sept '77
Contact C.F. Rudy
COPIUS ENGR. CORP.
364 Park Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20016
(202) 756-7839

FOR SALE
IBM 360/65
526K Memory
3.5 or 2.0
R E L I A B L E O M .
CW Box 1050
797 Washington St.
Newton, Mass. 02160

FOR SALE
360/60/65 SHORT - TERM LEASE IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY
360/65 System with:
256K Memory
1052 Printer keyboard
Will also entertain long term lease
Call: (201) 342-5303

FOR SALE
RCA 301 COMPUTER
Available Immediately
CONTACT H. MORRILL
Carrier's Inc. Company
First Street
Cambridge, Mass. 02142
(617) 492-2522

FOR SALE
IBM 370/165
1 2038 M.C.T. Controllers
Contact: Jordan Halper
HALPER
COMPUTER SALES CO.
13 West 46th Street
New York, N.Y. 10018
(212) 920-6859

FOR SALE
IBM 1800 SYSTEM
Call or write:
C.R. Williams
Beloit College
Beloit, Wisconsin 53511

FOR OUTRIGHT SALE
COMPUTER PROGRAM
GUARANTEED FULLY TESTED
"Comprehensive File Maintenance System"
SUITABLE FOR:
LIST MAINTENANCE
CIRCULATION FULFILMENT
MAIL ORDER FULFILMENT
Send for Prices and Specifications at
ALL TYPE DATA SYSTEMS, INC.
13560 Hoffman Ave.
Lakewood, Calif. 90713

I.B.M.
CARD PUNCHES
FOR SALE
(203) 438-9567

029 KEYPUNCHES
AS LOW AS
$1850.00
NATIONAL MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Write or Call for Free Brochure
DATA RENTALS, INC.
San Francisco — Palo Alto — Los Angeles
2919 S. La Cienega Blvd. Culver City, Calif. 90230
(213) 559-3822

We Need 059's — Top Dollar — Pick Up Anywhere
A Division of Statistical Tabulating Corp. 144 Moody St., Waltham, Ma. 02154
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For First Quarter

**HP Earnings**

Palo Alto, Calif. — Hewlett-Packard reported a 67% increase in earnings and a 49% increase in revenues for the first quarter of fiscal 1975. Earnings totaled $14.5 million or 54 cents a share compared with $8.7 million or 33 cents a share in the similar year-ago period.

Revenues reached $189.2 million compared with $127.2 million in the corresponding quarter last year.

President William R. Hewlett said: "Despite the energy crisis and its potential negative effect on some of our markets... incoming orders for the quarter were up 39% to $217.3 million compared with orders of $156.1 million last year.*

* A flurry of firsts!

International orders amounted to $108 million, up 59% from last year's first quarter, while domestic orders were up 24% to $109.2 million, he said.

Hewlett also noted that the company has cancelled its previously stated plans to seek long-term financing of approximately $100 million. "We had planned to use this financing to pay off a portion of our short-term debt, which currently amounts to about $110 million," he said. "However, with our improved profit margin, long-term financing is not necessary at this time."

**Itel Net Climbs Despite Charge**

For Discontinued 360 Operation

San Francisco — Itel Corp. reported sharply higher earnings for 1973 despite a $30 million charge from the discontinuance of the 360 leasing business.

For the year ended Dec. 31, the company earned $5.6 million or 70 cents a share compared with $1.1 million or 24 cents a share a year ago.

Revenues from continuing operations reached $108.5 million compared with $40.5 million. Income from continuing operations rose to $8.2 million or 1.09 a share, compared with $600,000 or 60 cents a share in the corresponding period.

The charge for the discontinued 360 business was partially offset by a $1.9 million gain on the sale of Information Storage Systems, Inc. and an extraordinary gain of $2.1 million from a tax-loss carryover.

President Peter S. Redfield said continuing operations contributed significantly to the profit rise.

The 1973 results included a $100,000 loss from discontinued operations and a $1.2 million tax credit. Last year's results were restated to reflect the discontinued operations.

"The increase in pre-tax income from continuing operations dramatizes clearly the extent to which Itel's mainstream business — capital equipment leasing, transportation services and data services... has developed," he noted.

Redfield said the '1973 results are still largely predicated on certain future events." He said the accountant's report "will be subject to the final outcome of the discontinuance of the 360 business and the final determination of the gain on the sale of Information Storage Systems."

**Six-Month Results**

Set CompuScan Record

Teterboro, N.J. — CompuScan, Inc., manufacturer of optical character recognition systems, had record results for the second quarter and six months ended Nov. 30.

For the six months, earnings rose 41% to $336,000 or 27 cents a share from $273,000 or 18 cents a share a year ago. Revenues for the period rose 40% to $3.4 million or 2.5 cents.

In the quarter, the company earned $215,000 or 15 cents a share compared with $166,000 or 11 cents a share in the same year-ago period. Revenues totaled $1.8 million, up 28% from $1.4 million last year.

Both years included tax-loss carryforward credits.

**Complete Low Cost Data-Entry Services**

OCR SERVICES

SCANNING: HANDPRINT OCR A

OCR TYPE/SCAN

KeYPUNCH + KEYDISC/TAPE

Data-Midwest Corporation

Complete Low Cost Data-Entry Services

OCR SERVICES

SCANNING: HANDPRINT • OCR A

OCR TYPE/SCAN

KeYPUNCH + KEYDISC/TAPE

Data-Midwest Corporation

7630 Bloomington Ave. So.
Mpls. Minn. 55420
(612) 854-5522

A Fax: From Mpls 15 Paul Intl. A.P.
Earnings Reports

REDAGRON
Three Months Ended Dec. 31
1973 1972
Net Income $53,458,400 $2,820,000
Earnings Per Share 25.00 $0.00
Cash Dividends 18.00 $0.00
Less Earnings Per Share 5.00
NATURAL PRODUCTS
Three Months Ended Dec. 31
1973 1972
Net Income $21,179,000 $17,610,000
Earnings Per Share 10.00 $0.00
Cash Dividends 8.00 $0.00
Less Earnings Per Share 2.00

BUNKER RAMO
Year Ended Dec. 31
1973 1972
Net Income $209,262,000 $251,965,000
Earnings Per Share 10.50 $0.00
Cash Dividends 9.00 $0.00
Less Earnings Per Share 1.50

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Three Months Ended Mar. 31
1973 1972
Net Income $166,486,000 $71,700,000
Earnings Per Share 6.00 $0.00
Cash Dividends 4.00 $0.00
Less Earnings Per Share 2.00

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS
Three Months Ended Dec. 31
1973 1972
Net Income $7,374,000 $17,500,000
Earnings Per Share 0.00 $0.00
Cash Dividends 0.00 $0.00
Less Earnings Per Share 0.00

Win a free Interdata plant tour or $1,000 in cash.
(Or many other prizes.)

100 winners in all.
Prizes from $10-$1,000.

Get the details at the Interdata Booth
The Computer Caravan in Anaheim, March 19-21
Anaheim Convention Center, South Hall

Computerworld Stock Trading Summary

Computerworld Stock Trading Indexes

Computer Systems

Peripherals & Subsystems

Leasing Companies

ON COMPARES INDEX
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ITEL can really soup-up your computer.
If you want extra performance in your data processing system, ITEL peripherals have a lot going for them.
Take our money-saving add-on Monolithic Memory. It lets you exceed IBM's capacity limit at far less cost. On the 360/22 up through most 370 models. For example, it expands a 370/155's memory from two megabytes to four megabytes—a 100% increase!
Then, there's our 7330 Disk Drive Subsystem for 360/50, 360/65 and 370 systems. A compact, waist-high unit that handles massive data bases up to 1,600,000,000 bytes. Average access time is a speedy 27 milliseconds. And you can specify ITEL's Fixed-Head File for even faster access and transfer times for virtual storage models.
At ITEL, we couldn't have acquired over half a billion dollars in IBM computer leasing experience without finding room for improvement.
Your financial alternative.

One Embarcadero Center, San Francisco, California 94111, Phone: (415) 983-0000